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Abstract

When Voyager 1 passed through the inner magnetosphere of Jupiter on
March 5, 1979, the plasma instrument on the spacecraft measured the
characteristics of the Io plasma torus between 5 and 9 Rj (1 ,j
corresponds to the equatorial radius of Jupiter, ~71,400 kin). Energy
per charge spectra for positive ions in the range of 10 eV to 6 keV have
been analysed for the three main plasma sensors to determine the
properties of the plasma. In the innermost region, where the plasma is
cold, the energy per charge spectra define composition, density,
temmperature and bulk motion of the positive ions. Further away from
Jupiter the plasma is warmer and the spectral peaks corresponding to
ions with different A/Z ratios overlap. Therefore the characteristics
of the plasma in warmer regions cannot be uniquely determined, and it is
necessary to make assumptions about the bulk motion and thermal state of
the ions.
A sharp gradient in plasma temperature of -7x10 5 K R -1 at 5.7,R
divides the torus into two parts, a cold inner region where the ions are
closely confined to the centrifugal equator and a warm outer region
which includes the orbit of Io and has a thickness scale height of ~1
Rj. The outer edge of the warm torus is defined by a drop in plasma
density near 7.5 R . In the cold inner region the bulk motion of the
plasma is within 1% of the value expected on the basis of strict
corotation with Jupiter. The ions in this inner region appear to have
the same cold temperature (< 1 eV) and are of low ionisation state,
S+
0+
predominately S with some 0 , which is consistant with the ground-based
observations of optical emission at the forbidden spectral lines for
these ions. In the outer region of the torus, the ions appear to be
warmer (_50 eV) and of higher ionisation states (predominately S2 +, with
S3+ and 02+ as well as 0 and S ), which is consistant with the spectrum
of the ultraviolet radiation that is emitted from the torus. The
measurements of the density and temperature of the plasma along the
spacecraft trajectory have been combined with the assumption of
azimuthal symmetry and theoretical expressions for the distributions of

plasma along a magnetic field line to construct a two-dimensional map of
plasma density.
The ions of sulphur and oxygen are presumably the products of the
dissociation and ionisation of volcanic gases such as SO2 which are
ejected from the volcanoes on lo. About 1 tonne per second of new
plasma is produced near the orbit of lo. Most of the plasma diffuses
rapidly away from Jupiter under the influence of a strong centrifugal
force. Since the time the plasma takes to diffuse away from the inner
magnetospere (10 to 50 days) is smaller than the characteristic time for
cooling by radiation, the plasma outside the orbit of Io remains quite
warm. The remaining ~10% of the plasma that slowly diffuses inwards has
plenty of time to radiate most of its energy and to collapse onto the
centrifugal equator to form the cold inner torus.
Finally, perturbations of plasma fluxes and the magnetic field
during Voyager l's passage close beneath lo suggest that Alfvn waves
are generated in the interaction between Io and the magnetospheric
plasma. If the field aligned currents that are carried by the Alfvn
wave trigger plasma instabilities in Jupiter's ionosphere, then
variations in the characteristics of Alfvn wave propagation with the
position of Io in the torus may explain how lo modulates the emission of
decametric radio bursts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

a) Overview
The interaction of the planet Jupiter with its satellite lo is one
of the most interesting phenomena in the solar system.

Caught in the

gravitational coupling between Jupiter and Europa, Io is heated until
its interior is molten and explosive volcanism overturns its surface
layers.

Some of the volatile material that is ejected from the

volcanoes escapes lo's gravity and forms a large exospheric nebula along
the satellite's orbit around Jupiter.

Moreover, the interaction between

Io and Jupiter is not confined to gravitational forces.

The satellite

is electrically conducting and electric currents, induced in the body,
perturb the strong magnetic field in which Io is immersed.

The

disturbances propagate along the magnetic field to the ionosphere of
Jupiter where they trigger powerful bursts of radiation.

The volcanic

gases from Io are bombarded by the charged particles that are trapped in
the strong, rotating magnetic field of Jupiter and become collisionally
ionised.

The resulting ions are picked up by the magnetic field and

accelerated until they too rotate with Jupiter, drawing rotational
energy from the planet.

The ionised material from Io forms a dense ring

of plasma near the satellite's orbit and ultimately spreads into a vast
region surrounding Jupiter.
This thesis is concerned with the measurements made by the Voyager
1 plasma experiment when the spacecraft traversed the region of lo's

orbit and the implications of these measurements about the interaction
between the satellite and the magnetosphere of Jupiter.
This first chapter begins with a brief description of the structure
of Jupiter's magnetosphere and a comparison with a more familiar
magnetosphere, that of the Earth.

There then follows a review of

ground-based observations of radio and optical emissions from the
vicinity of Jupiter as well as some of the theoretical models which
these observations inspired.

Chapter 1 concludes with a list of the

experiments on the Voyager spacecraft which made measurements pertaining
to the inner magnetosphere.
Chapter 2 is concerned with instrumentation and describes the
spacecraft trajectory, the plasma instrument and the procedure for
deriving macroscopic plasma properties from the measurements.

A more

detailed description of the instrument and data analysis is given in
Appendix I while Appendix II is a discussion of the physical assumptions
made in the analysis.
In Chapter 3 the Voyager plasma measurements are presented.
Firstly, variations in the macroscopic properties of the plasma with
radial distance are discussed.

Secondly, these measurements (which were

made along the curved line of the spacecraft trajectory) are combined
with a theoretical distribution for plasma along the magnetic field
(described in Appendix III) to construct a two-dimensional model.
Thirdly, the discussion returns to original spectral measurements to
point out some small-scale features which may have important
implications.
Chapter 4 includes a comparison of the plasma measurements with the
plasma properties inferred from other experiments.

There then follows

in Chapter 5, a discussion of what the measurements imply about the role
of Io in the Jovian magnetosphere.

Io is considered as the main source

of the plasma which initially populates the dense toroidal region near
lo's orbit and ultimately diffuses throughout the magnetosphere.

The

actual interaction of Io with the magnetospheric plasma is probably a
very complex process but the Voyager plasma and magnetic field
measurements may provide some clues of what was happening when the
Voyager spacecraft passed near Io.

Chapter 5 concludes with a possible

explanation of how the emission of decametric radio bursts is modulated
according to the position of Io in its orbit.

Finally, the main

conclusions of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 6.

b)

The magnetosphere of Jupiter
A magnetosphere may be thought of as the "sphere of influence" in

the solar plasma of a planet which has a strong internal magnetic field.
The solar wind compresses the magnetic field upstream of the planet and
draws out a "magnetotail" downstream, in the planet's wake (Figure 1).
The extent of the planetary field in the solar direction is determined
by a balance between magnetic field pressure and solar wind pressure (at
the "magnetopause").

For a dipole magnetic field the sub-solar

"stand-off" distance is

(where R is the planetary radius; Bo is the magnitude of the magnetic
field on the surface of the planet at the equator; n, m, and V the

Figure 1.

Comparison of the magnetospheres
of Earth and Jupiter. For
each planet a cross-section
from
noon to midnight (in a plane
parallel to the rotation axis)
has
been sketched. The tilt
of the magnetic dipole with
respect to the rotation axis
has
been ignored for simplicity.

number density, mass and speed of the solar wind particles; and 0 is
the permeability of free space).

At Jupiter the value of Bo is 29 times

the value for Earth while the solar wind density is reduced by a factor
of ~25.

Therefore this simple pressure balance gives a much larger

value of Rs for Jupiter, ~50 Rj, compared with 10 RE for the Earth.
In addition to the different sizes of the magnetospheres there are
also major dissimilarities in structure, which are partly due to the
unique nature of Io as a large source of plasma but mainly due to
Jupiter's larger radius (RJ ~-71,400 km) and rapid rotation (hours).

=

10

In the Earth's magnetosphere there is a boundary, the

plasmapause, at about 4-5 RE which separates a region where the plasma
generally corotates with the planet from a region where the plasma
motion is controlled by the electric fields generated in the interaction
between the solar wind and the planetary magnetic field (Brice, 1967).
At Jupiter the effects of the solar wind are weaker and this factor
combined with Jupiter's larger magnetic field and rotation rate put the
Jovian plasmapause at a radial distance roughly the same as the distance
of the magnetopause.

Therefore the solar-wind-induced flow of the

magnetospheric plasma should be smaller than the corotational flow
essentially throughout the Jovian magnetosphere.
The ratios of Jupiter's centrifugal to gravitational accelerations
b--R-is five times larger than for Earth so that the point where the
accelerations are equal and opposite (at the distance of synchronous
orbit, Rs=b - 1 / 3 ) is much closer to the planet (2.3 RJ).

The Earth's

synchronous orbit is at 6.5 RE which is outside the plasmapause.
Therefore the Earth's plasmasphere is populated with particles that have
diffused along the magnetic field against the Earth's gravity with

little help from centrifugal forces.
In contrast, Jupiter's gravitational potential is relatively
easily escaped and the centrifugal force pulls the plasma out along the
magnetic field to the furthest point from the planet.

With a large

density of plasma near the equatorial plane, the magnetic field becomes
distorted.

The plasma forms a thin disc around Jupiter and the whole

magnetosphere is flattened and radially extended (Melrose, 1967;
Gledhill, 1967; Brice and loannidis, 1970).

The confinement of the

magnetospheric plasma to the equatorial plasmadisc is enhanced by the
fact that the plasma largely originates from the equatorial region near
the orbit of Io and the ions are of sulphur and oxygen which are much
heavier than the protons that dominate the Earth's magnetospheric
plasma.
When the Earth's moon briefly enters the distant magnetotail for a
few days each month, the magnetosphere is little disturbed.

In

contrast, the Galilean satellites of Jupiter are deeply embedded in the
Jovian magnetosphere and strongly interact with the plasma.
This brief description of the "global"

structure of Jupiter's

magnetosphere has been given to set the scene for a more detailed
discussion of the inner magnetosphere region.

The review articles by

Goertz (1976), Kennel and Coroniti (1977), and Scarf et al.

(1981) are

recommended for a more complete description.

c) Ground-based and Pioneer observations of the inner magnetosphere
Before any spacecraft reached the Jovian system considerable
knowledge of Jupiter's inner magnetosphere had been gleaned from
ground-based observations. Burke and Franklin's serendipitous discovery

of radio bursts from Jupiter in 1955 gave the first indication that the
planet was highly magnetised and surrounded by energetic particles
(Burke and Franklin, 1955).

The wavelength at which emission was first

observed is in the decametric range and since its discovery the Jovian
decametric emission has exhibited a complex structure both in its
sporadic occurrence and emission properties (e.g., frequency,
polarisation, duration, etc.) (Carr and Desch, 1976).
of these energetic decametric bursts is unknown.

As yet the origin

A more useful tool for

investigating the radiation environment around Jupiter was found at
shorter wavelengths, in the decimetric range of radio emission (Berge
and Gulkis, 1976).

The decimetric radiation is weaker but steady and

its regular 10 hour sinusoidal variation suggested a dipolar magnetic
field with the magnetic symmetry axis tilted at an angle of ~-10
rotation axis of the planet.

to the

The emission was assumed to be synchrotron

radiation from electrons with energies of ~10 MeV that gyrate around'
dipolar magnetic field lines at a radial distance of a few times the
radius of Jupiter.

A rough estimate of the rate at which these

relativistic electrons radiate their energy indicated a half-life of
less than a year.

This interpretation implies that there must be a

considerable source of ionised particles and a mechanism by which they
can obtain such high energies.

At this time, the Earth's radiation

belts had only recently been explored and there was evidence that the
radiation belt particles originally came from the solar wind which
provoked the suggestion that a similar process might also be taking
place at Jupiter.

However doubts were raised about a solar wind source

for the Jovian radiation belts when no correlation could be found
between the decimetric emission intensity and solar activity (Klein,

1976).
Although the decametric emission did not provide very much
information about the particle population in Jupiter's magnetosphere,
Bigg's discovery that the occurrence probability of the bursts is
strongly modulated by the position of Io raised many questions about the
interaction between the Galilean satellites and magnetospheric plasma
(Bigg, 1964).

It was concluded that the radiation was generated in the

ionosphere of Jupiter approximately at the "feet" of the field lines
that intersect the position of Io in its orbit, but what processes could
be going on at Io to trigger a release of energy of the order of 108
Watts in a burst of radio emission?

Why is the emission sporadic?

is Io and none of the other satellites so important?

Why

Several theories

were developed over the pre-Voyager years but they were limited by the
complete lack of information about the density and energy of the
magnetospheric plasma (Piddington and Drake, 1968;Goldrich and
Lynden-Bell,

1969; Gurnett, 1972; Goertz and Deift, 1973).

The first clue that Io might actually be a source of plasma
particles was the discovery by Brown (1974)

of optical emission from a

cloud of neutral sodium atoms in the vicinity of lo.

This sodium D-line

emission has been monitored at several observatories since its discovery
and the cloud shape and emission intensity appear to be fairly constant
(Bergstrahl, 1977).

The "banana-shaped" cloud is about 3 Rj by 1.5 R

with lo towards one end and the other end preceding Io in its orbit,
tilted by ~30-40' towards Jupiter.

The most probable source of the

neutral atoms seems to be sputtering of the surface of Io by energetic
charged particles from the magnetosphere (Matson et al., 1974) while the
optical emission is produced by resonant scattering of sunlight (Trafton

et al., 1974).

Even with quite moderate densities of ambient plasma the

dominant loss process for the neutral sodium atoms is probably electron
impact ionisation (Carlson et al., 1975 and Eviatar et al., 1977).
Variations in the cloud shape and emission strength then indicate
changes in the source or the local plasma conditions.
(1977)

Trafton and Macy

noticed the sodium emission weakened when Io crossed the magnetic

equator.

They suggested that this was evidence of enhanced ionisation

of the neutral sodium atoms due to enhanced plasma densities near the
magnetic equator.
The first direct information about the properties of the

Jovian

magnetosphere came from experiments on the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft
which flew past Jupiter in 1973 and 1975 respectively (reviewed by
Goertz, 1976).

The magnetosphere was found to be inflated to as much as

twice the size expected from a simple scaling of the Earth's
magnetosphere.

The outer magnetosphere appeared to be flattened into a

disc-like structure in the magnetic equatorial region. The inner
magnetosphere was subsequently defined as the region closer than ten
Jupiter radii to the planet where the magnetometers showed the magnetic
field to be largely dipolar.

The four detectors on each spacecraft that

were designed to measure fluxes of energetic charged particles (> 105
eV) detected intense radiation belts in this region.

These high energy

particles appeared to be well-ordered by the symmetric configuration of
the magnetic field.

The particle fluxes were significantly depleted at

the radial distances corresponding to the orbits of the inner satellites
which suggests that the particles are swept up and absorbed by the
satellites.
There were no measurements made of charged particles with energies

below ~100 eV.

The Pioneer 10 plasma instrument did detect positive

ions near lo's orbit which were interpreted as protons with a
temperature of ~100 eV and a density of

100 cm-3 (Frank et al., 1976).

It has subsequently been shown that these ions could not have been
protons but were probably heavy ions coming from Io (Neugebauer and
Eviatar 1976; Goertz and Thompsen 1979; Mekler and Eviatar 1980).
However the experiment did not provide hard evidence concerning the
plasma environment near the orbit of lo.

Similarly, the Pioneer 10

observations of ultraviolet radiation from the inner magnetosphere were
interpreted in terms of relatively weak emission from atomic hydrogen
(Carlson and Judge 1974) and the strong emission from ionised sulphur
and oxygen seen by the ultraviolet spectrometer on the Voyager
spacecraft was not observed by Pioneer 10.
Soon after the Pioneer encounters with Jupiter the first direct
evidence of the presence of ionised material near Jupiter at low
energies came with the discovery by Kupo et al. (1976) of optical
emission at wavelengths corresponding to the forbidden lines of S+ ions.
The radiation observed by Kupo et al. came from a region inside the
orbit of Io (5.95 Rj ) and they put an upper limit of 104 cm- 3 on the
local density of electrons.

Brown (1976) borrowed techniques from

studies of more remote astronomical gaseous nebulae and by comparing the
emission intensity at different lines he concluded that the S+ emission
came from a dense ring of cold plasma.

Although this conclusion

provoked some debate at the time and was not fully appreciated by the
energetic particle community, it marks the discovery of the plasma torus
at lo.

Under the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium, Brown

(1976) determined the electron temperature to be 5.4 to 8.6 eV and the

electron density 1600 to 6300 cm-3 . Under less stringent assumptions,
Mekler et al.

(1977) estimated the electron density to be ~500 cm-3 and

the temperaturee

~10 eV.
-

Mekler and Eviatar (1978) assembled the data

from many observations of the sodium and S emissions and concluded that
thile intensities of the two emissions were anti-correlated and inferred
that there were episodic variations in the electron density between 50
and 900 cm-3 between 1974 and 1977.

From a similar catalogue of

observations of thile sulphur emission Nash (1979) concluded that the
torus was oriented closer to the magnetic equator than the rotational
equator and had a wedge-shaped cross-section with height of the emission
region decreasing radially inwards from a value of

+

1 Rj at the orbit

of Io to ± 0.2 R at a radial distance of 5 R .
Since the Voyager encounter Pilcher (1980) has published images of
the S+ emission and Pilcher and Morgan (1979) have discovered emission
from 0+ ions.

Line emissions from S2+ ions have been observed at

various wavelengths (Trauger et al., 1979; Brown, 1980; Oliversen et
al., 1980), and Brown (1980) has recently discovered an emission feature
near lo, which indicates the presence of neutral oxygen atoms.

However,

to retain some semblance of chronological order a discussion of these
observations is postponed until Chapter 4, after the Voyager plasma
results have been presented.

d) Theoretical Considerations
Concurrent with the experimental observations of the Jovian
magnetosphere there have been extensive theoretical investigations aimed
to explain or predict magnetospheric phenomena. Some pertinent
theoretical considerations are briefly described here so that the

Voyager observations can be regarded in their theoretical context.

The

first question to be addressed concerns the bulk motion of the plasma in
the inner magnetosphere.

The second question is what are the main

sources of plasma particles.

Thirdly, what are the properties of the

plasma and how do these characteristics change as the plasma diffuses
through the magnetosphere.
The question of the plasma dynamics around a rotating magnetized
body was first considered for magnetic stars (Ferraro, 1937), then
applied to the planets Earth and Jupiter (Gold, 1959; Brice and
loannidis, 1970).
body outwards.

The simplest approach is to work from the central

Momentum is transferred from the rotating surface via

the neutral atmosphere to the ionized layer above (ionosphere) by
collisions between the neutral atoms and ionised particles.

This

frictional drag on the ionosphere is generally sufficient to make the
ionosphere corotate with the planet.

Under steady state conditions,

magnetic field lines emanating from the planet may be regarded as
electrostatic equipotentials because of the high mobility of charged
particles moving along a magnetic field (i.e. ap

+

-). This means all

ions on particular field lines that are connected to the ionosphere must
have the same bulk angular motion as the ionospheric particles, i.e.,
the magnetospheric plasma must also corotate with the planet.
As the influence of any body is inherently limited, corotation
cannot extend to unlimited radial distances.

At some point the plasma

motion must deviate from strict corotation due to the effects of either
external forces or the plasma's own inertia.

Models of pulsars suggest

relativistic inertial effects limit corotation at distances where the
speed of rotation approaches the speed of light.

With the Earth's much

weaker magnetic field external forces due to the interaction between the
solar wind and the magnetosphere dominate the plasma motion outside a
boundary, the plasmapause, at about 5 Earth radii.
plasmapause the plasma corotates with the planet.

Inside the
At Jupiter the solar

wind effects are weaker and the planetary magnetic field stronger so
that a simple scaling of the Earth's magnetosphere to Jupiter puts the
Jovian plasmapause at distances of 50 R or greater (Brice and
loannidis, 1970).
Hill (1979) has shown that if there is a source of plasma in the
magnetosphere (with accompanying radial transport under steady state
conditions) then the atmosphere must exert a viscous torque on the
ionosphere to balance the inertial loading due to the production and
transport of magnetospheric plasma.

To provide the torque on the

ionosphere there must be some differential motion between the atmosphere
and the ionosphere.

Because all particles in a magnetic L-shell have

the same angular motion, the resulting lag of the ionospheric plasma
motion behind corotation is shared by all the magnetospheric plasma
along corresponding L-shells.

The magnitude of the corotational lag

depends on rate of production (and transport) of plasma mass in the
magnetosphere as well as the degree of collisional coupling between the
ionospheric ions and the atmospheric neutral atoms.

As the increase of

angular momentum due to a given mass loading is larger at greater radial
distances then the deviation from corotation will also increase with
larger L values.

The Voyager plasma measurements showed that the large

source of plasma at Io results in a ~25% lag behind co-rotation by L=20
(McNutt et al., 1979) which confirmed Hill's hypothesis (Hill, 1979).
Inside this distance the deviation of the bulk plasma motion from

corotation is therefore expected to be much less, maybe a few percent
towards the outer boundary of the inner magnetosphere at

8 Rj.

The obvious association of the region of the magnetosphere
containing the densest plasma with lo implies that the plasma must come
from the satellite. However, the exact nature of the production
mechanism is not clear.
i)

Two theories have been proposed:

The plasma is produced by the ionisation of clouds of neutral

atoms (or molecules) similar to the observed neutral sodium cloud, which
are essentially extended atmospheres of lo, spread along the satellite's
orbit.
ii)

The plasma is produced in the immediate vicinity of Io during

the complex interaction between the magnetospheric plasma and the
satellite.
In each case the characteristics of the freshly ionised plasma may
be very different.

When neutrals are ionised they experience a Lorentz

force due to their motion relative to the local magnetic field; this
force causes the ions to gyrate about the magnetic field at a speed
equal to the magnitude of the component of the

neutral's initial

velocity perpendicular to the field in the rest frame of the surrounding
plasma and also accelerates the particles until their guiding centers
are fixed in the rest frame of the plasma.

In the inner magnetosphere

the rest frame is usually the one corotating with Jupiter. If the ions
are indeed picked up in this way then they would initially have an
unusual distribution in velocity space.

Siscoe (1977) has considered

the pick-up process in detail and predicted a "tin-can" velocity space
distribution for each ionic species produced in this way (Figure 2).
The major difference between the two source mechanisms for ions at

(0) THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
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Figure 2.

In (a) the three-dimensional distribution of particles in
velocity space has been sketched for (i) a "tin-can"
distribution of ions which have been recently ionised and
(ii) for a Maxwellian distribution of ions which are in
thermal equilibrium.
In (b) the three-dimensional distributions have been
integrated in two directions to give a reduced,
one-dimensional distribution function (see Appendix I).

Io is the nature of this initial distribution function.

In the first

case the ions come from an extensive neutral cloud and the local
magnetic field may be taken to be that of a dipole tilted by 100 from
the rotation axis.
corotating frame.

The rest frame of the plasma is then simply the
The new ions therefore have a gyro-speed equal to the

difference between lo's orbital speed and the local corotation speed.
At lo's orbit (5.95 Rj) this produces a tin-can distribution in velocity
space of radius 57 km s- 1.

The height of the tin-can is due to

injection of particles when Io is not on the magnetic equator.

At

longitudes where the magnetic equator does not coincide with the orbit
of Io the new ions will gain a bounce motion parallel to the magnetic
field so that the ions may have aligned motion of up to
the magnetic equator.

-40 km s-I at

Ions produced where lo's orbit intersects the

magnetic equator will have essentially no initial field aligned motion.
The thickness of the tin-can is due to the spread in original orbital
velocities of the neutral atoms before being ionised.

Observations of

the sodium neutral cloud suggest the spread is small, on the order of
2.5 km s- 1 (Murcray and Goody, 1978).
The rest frame is the same for all ionic species so assuming the
different neutral species started with similar orbital motion, the
corresponding ionic species will share the same gyrospeed.

This means

the tin-can velocity distributions should have the same dimensions for
sulphur and oxygen ions.

However the energy of the ions is scaled by

their atomic mass so that sulphur and oxygen ions have energies due to
their gyromotion of 540 eV and 270 eV respectively.
In the second theory, where ions are produced in the localised
interaction region near lo, the local plasma rest frame at the point of

ionisation is no longer simply the corotating frame.

In the satellite/

magnetosphere interaction the local magnetic field is perturbed and the
electric currents which flow in the plasma, the ionosphere and solid
body of Io effectively reduce the local electric field from the full
corotational value.

This means the gyromotion of the new ion is

correspondingly reduced in magnitude.

As the freshly ionised material

moves away from the perturbed region near Io the ions are then
accelerated by the corotational electric field until their guiding
centers acquire the full corotation speed.

However the gyro-motion

retains the initial reduced magnitude so that resulting velocity
distribution of freshly ionised material in the torus is a tin-can of
reduced radius (Figure 2).

Goertz (1980) suggests that the electric

field in the vicinity of Io is reduced to about one third of the
corotational value so that the initial gyro-energies of sulphur and
oxygen ions are 66 eV and 33 eV respectively.
Ions with a tin-can velocity distribution are not in thermodynamic
equilibrium.

Coulomb collisions between ions or with electrons will

change the distribution to a more stable one.

The observed torus

densities are much larger than those initially considered by Siscoe in
his early work on this problem (Siscoe, 1977) so that collisions are
consequently much more important.

However, except in the cold inner

torus, complete thermal equilibrium cannot be assumed even for the bulk
of the plasma because the timescales for collisions are of the same
order as the time scale for diffusion (i.e., days).

The situation is

further complicated because the evolution of a distribution from a
tin-can to Maxwellian function is not understood even for a single ionic
species let alone a multi-component plasma. The effects of collisions

over increasing time scales are, firstly, to make the velocity
distribution of each ionic species isotropic; secondly, to produce
equipartition of energy for each species; and eventually to produce
equipartition of energy between ions of different mass so that the
plasma becomes isothermal.

A simplistic model of a distribution

function found in an intermediate stage in this thermalization process
has been made in the analysis of the plasma measurements by giving the
different ionic species a common "thermal" speed.
In conclusion, many aspects of the structure of the Jovian
magnetosphere, the special role of Io as a source of plasma and the
characteristics of the plasma produced by lo were anticipated long
before the Voyager spacecraft arrived at Jupiter.

(e) Voyager magnetospheric experiments
Eight of the eleven scientific experiments on the Voyager
spacecraft made direct measurements of the magnetospere of Jupiter.
These eight experiments and some of their major observations are listed
in Table 1. Two of the remaining three experiments contributed the
discovery of lo's volcanic plumes (Imaging Science experiment) and
provided the evidence of "hot spots" and gaseous SO2 on Io (Infrared
Radiation experiment).

These observations are vital clues of how the

volcanic processes on Io produce the materials which ultimately, become
ionised and populate the magnetosphere.

For summaries of the primary

results from the Voyager encounters with Jupiter, see the special issues
of Science (Vol. 204, No. 4396, 1979, and Vol. 206, No. 4421, 1979) and
Nature (Vol. 280, No. 5725, 1979).
This thesis is primarily concerned with the positive ion

Table 1

Magnetospheric Experiments on the Voyager Spacecraft

Investigation
(Principal
Investigator)
--------Plasma Science
(H. S. Bridge)

Abbreviation

Measurement

Observations in the Inner Magnetosphere

PLS

Electrons and ions with energy
per charge of 10eV to 6 keV

Velocity distribution of electrons and ions
of sulphur and oxygen at different
ionization states.

Radio Science
(V. R. Eshleman)

RSS

Phase of coherent radio signal
at wavelengths of 13 and 3.6 cm

Dispersion of the radio signal transmitted
from the spacecraft as it propagates through
the plasma torus.

Ultraviolet Spectroscopy
(A. L. Broadfoot)

UVS

Ultraviolet enission between
500 and 1700A

Line emission from ions in the warm region
of the plasma torus. Auroral emission from
the polar regions of Jupiter's magnetosphere.

Magnetic Fields
(N. F. Ness)

MAG

Magnetic field

Planetary magnetic field, magnetospheric
structure and the current system near lo.

Plasma Waves
(F. L. Scarf)

PWS

Electric field fluctuations
between 10Hz and 56KHz

Resonant electrostatic waves, whistler mode

Planetary Radio
Astronomy
(J. W. Warwick)

PRA

Radio-emissions between 1.2 KHz
and 40.5 MHz

Electrostatic resonant emission at various
characteristic plasma frequencies, bursts
of decametric and kilometric radio emission.

LECP

Electrons with energies >,15 keV
ions with energies >,30 keV

Fluxes of energetic particles: their depletion and change in pitch angle near the
L-shells of the Galilean satellites and the
outer boundary of the torus.

,RS

Electrons with energies 3 to
110 MeV ions with energies 0.4
to 500 MeV per nucleon.

Distribution, composition and flow of highenergy trapped nuclei and electrons.

Low Energy Charged
Particles
(S. M. Krimigis)
Cosmic Ray Particles
(R. E. Vogt)

'

turbulence and discrete whistlers.
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measurements obtained by the Plasma Science experiment during the
seven-hour period preceeding Voyager l's closest approach to Jupiter
with only a cursory comparison of the results with other measurements.
The next step is to integrate the measurements made throughout the
magnetosphere by all magnetospheric experiments on both Voyager

spacecraft (as well as with ground-based experiments) to draw a more
complete picture of the magnetosphere.

Chapter 2
The Voyager Plasma Experiment:

Spacecraft trajectory, plasma

instrumentation and analysis technique

a)

Voyager Trajectory
On March 5, 1979 the Voyager 1 spacecraft passed through the inner

magnetosphere of Jupiter and within 4.9 Jovian radii (Rj) of the planet
(Figure 3).

The trajectory was within ~5o of Jupiter's equatorial plane

(as well as the ecliptic) but because of the 9.60 tilt of Jupiter's
dipolar magnetic field, the spacecraft's magnetic latitude varied between
+4 and -16*

as the planet rotated with a period of ~-10 hours.

Similarly,

the magnetic longitude (System III (1965)) of the spacecraft changed
rapidly because of the planet's rotation.

In the period illustrated in

Figure 3, Jupiter made just over one complete rotation while Io made
nearly half an orbit from mid-afternoon to after midnight.
On the inbound leg of the trajectory Voyager crossed lo's L-shell
considerably behind Io in its orbit and upstream in the magnetospheric
plasma flow.

On the outbound leg Voyager caught up with lo and passed

directly below (-26,000 km) the satellite at about 1500 UT, traversing
the region where the local magnetic field lines were connected to the
vicinity of Io. It was hoped that during Voyager's close approach to Io,
measurements of magnetic field, plasma and energetic particle fluxes
would ellucidate the nature of the satellite's interaction with the
magnetosphere.
For an hour or so before the closest approach to Io and for a short
while afterwards the spacecraft moved through the region of lo's neutral
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Figure 3.

Trajectory of the Voyager 1 spacecraft through the inner
magnetosphere projected onto the plane of the ecliptic.
Voyager 1 traversed the outer (warm) torus (double hatched)
in the mid-afternoon inbound and late evening outbound. The
spacecraft moved through the inner (cold) torus (single
hatched) near closest approach. The projection of the
instrument symmetry axis onto the plane is shown by the
hatched arrows. The extent of the cloud of neutral sodium
atoms around Io is illustrated for 2000 UT. All the times
are Universal Time (UT) on March 5, 1979. The orbital motion
of Io during this period is also illustrated.

sodium cloud.

Although the cloud appeared from the ground to be emitting

visible light as usual (Goldberg et al.

1980) none of the Voyager

instruments were designed to measure such emission.
Plasma instrument

b)

The Voyager plasma science instrument consists of a main sensor of
three cups (A, B, C) symmetrically positioned about an axis anti-parallel
to the spacecraft Z-axis which generally points away from the Earth and a
fourth cup (the side sensor, D) pointed at right angles to the Z-axis.
The normals to the A, B and C cups each point 20' from the symmetry axis
A

(-Z).

These cups are modulated-grid Faraday cups with apertures that are

irregular pentagons with effective areas (including grid transparencies)
of roughly 64 cm2

The D-cup aperture is circular and smaller.

the cups are shallow they have a wide field of view.

Because

The fields of view

of the three cups of the main sensor together cover nearly a full
hemisphere with a common field of view covering a cone of ~45'
about the symmetry axis.

half-angle

Figure 4 includes an illustration of the

detector while a full description of the instrument is given in Bridge et
al. (1977).

Throughout most of the inbound leg of the trajectory, before

0500 UT on March 5, 1979, the side sensor was pointed into the azimuthal
flow of plasma around Jupiter.

As the spacecraft approached the planet,

the viewing geometry changed rapidly so that after 0500 UT the main
sensor was swept into the direction of corotational flow and then rapidly
away after closest approach at 1204 UT (Figure 3).
The response of the sensors to high sonic Mach number plasma flow at
angles <60' into the cups is very close to a constant factor which is
easily calculated (See Appendix II).

For flow at more oblique angles,

the response is more complex and analysis of the data on the outbound leg

-Z

v
Figure 4.

This diagram of the Voyager plasma detector shows the three
cups (A, B and C) of the main sensor clustered around the
symmetry axis the -Z axis of the spacecraft, which usually
points towards Earth. The side sensor (D-cup) points at right
angles to the Z axis.

through the torus is as yet incomplete.

The analysis presented here has

been confined to the inbound leg of the trajectory.
Positive ion measurements are made with each cup in an energy per
charge range spanning nearly 6 kilovolts.

Under typical plasma

conditions, when the spacecraft is at the same electrostatic potential as
its surroudings this voltage range is from 10 to 5950 volts.

In tilhe

event that the spacecraft becomes charged, which may be the case in the
warm torus, the voltages will be correspondingly shifted.

However, the

spacecraft will be assumed to be at zero potential in the initial
analysis.

In the high resolution mode the voltage range is scanned in

128 steps with an energy resolution of ~ 3.6%.

The 128 steps are

measured in 30.72 seconds with 96 seconds between adjacent scans.
However, during the Jupiter encounter period, only 72 of the 128 steps
were transmitted for any given 96 second measurement sequence.

The two

voltage ranges 10 to 750 volts (steps 1 through 72) and 400 to 5950 volts
(steps 57 to 128) are transmitted alternately each 96 seconds.

Hence, it

took 192 seconds to obtain a complete high resolution spectrum.

Any

differences in the fluxes measured in the 16 overlapping channels
indicate variations in the ambient plasma within 96 seconds.
c)

Derivation of plasma parameters
The details of the analysis of the positive ion data in the inner

magnetosphere are given in Appendix I and only an overview of the general
principles involved will be discussed here.

The electric currents

measured by a Faraday cup are velocity space integrals of the product of
the ion distribution function f(), the component of ion velocity into
the cup and the response of the sensor.
procedure is limited to

The present data analysis

situations where it can sensibly be assumed that

the response function is near unity over the region of velocity space in
which f(v) is appreciable.

Under this assumption a simple analytic

relation between the measured currents and
the plasma parameters that describe f(*) can be obtained (equation 9 in
Appendix I).

With such an analytic relation, a least squares determin-

ation of the plasma parameters from the measured currents is
straightforward, although complicated by the fact that the plasma
consists of a mixture of many ionic species.
Although the Voyager plasma detectors separate ions according to
energy per charge, the addition of a velocity selector converts the
instrument into one which differentiates ions by their miass per charge,
A/Z .

In much of the inner Jovian magnetosphere the velocity selection

is found by observation to be inherent: all ions corotate with the
planetary magnetic field and have a common bulk velocity perpendicular to
the field (but not necessarily along the field).
cold ions with different values of A/Z

In this circumstance

appear as separate peaks in the

energy per charge scan of the instrument, with the peaks at values of
energy per charge equal to A/Z

times the energy per charge of H+ . The

derivation of plasma parameters in this case is particularly
straightforward.
A typical well resolved spectrum from the C sensor at 5.3 R is
shown in Figure 5. The measured currents have been converted to a
"reduced" (one dimensional) distribution function, Fp, assuming all the
particles are protons (see Appendix I). If one assumes that all ions
represented by the peaks in Figure 2 are corotating with Jupiter, i.e.,
they have a common flow velocity v =
uniquely determined.

x r, then the values of A/Z

are

Assuming corotation, the dominant peaks in Figure 2
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An example of part of a high resolution energy per charge
spectrum from the inner (cold) torus showing peaks
,
corresponding to ions with mass to charge ratios (A/Z) of 8,
16, 32 and 64. Corotating protons would have an energy per
charge of 7.5 volts which is below the voltage threshold of
the instrument (10 volts).

correspond to 0 2+, 0+ or S2+ and SO+ which have values of A/Z
32, and 64 respectively.

of 8, 16,

A different assumption concerning the velocity

would, of course, give different values of A/Z

which are, in general,

impossible or implausible on physical grounds; thus, the conclusion that
the plasma in the cold region of the torus moves
with the velocity of corotation rests on the physical plausibility of the
identifications of the spectral peaks in the spectrum of Figure 5 and in
many similar spectra.
The resolved spectra in the cold region of the torus were analysed
as follows.

Each energy per charge spectrum was converted to the

corresponding velocity distribution function and was analyzed using a
simultaneous fit to a sum of convected isotropic Maxwellian distribution
functions with the sum over the assumed values of A/Z .
that all species have a common bulk velocity.

It is assumed

Spectra with well resolved

peaks (such as that shown in Figure 5) are well fit by this procedure
assuming the peaks are at values of A/Z

= 8, 16, 32, and 64.

For each

ionic species the fit determines the number density and thermal speed; it
also determines for all species a common component of velocity in the
direction normal to each plasma sensor.

For those cases where

simultaneous spectra are available from the A, B, and C sensors, this
procedure yields three components of the plasma velocity vector. In these
cases, when the spectra from the three cups are fitted separately they
also provide three independent measurements of density and thermal speed
for each ionic species.

The three spectra can also be fitted

simultaneously, which reduces the number of free parameters and provides
a better single determination of each density and thermal speed.
Although such simultaneous three cup fits have been made in some isolated

cases most of the results presented here have been derived using data
from a single cup, the cup chosen being the one whose look direction is
closest towards the corotating flow.
Unfortunately, single peaks do not always correspond to a single
ionic species and the determination of kinetic temperatures is
complicated for this reason.

The most troublesome example in the Io

torus and throughout the magnetosphere is at A/Z
for both S2 + and 0+ ions.

= 16, the common ratio

It

is possible to distinguish between these two to some extent by
considering the thermal spread of the A/Z
peak at a known value of A/Z

= 16 peak.

The width of a

is a direct and unambiguous measure of the

thermal speed of the ionic species (assuming only one species with that
value of A/Z

contributes to the peak).

However a determination of the

temperature from the measured thermal speed requires the additional
knowledge of the mass number A of the species.

Conversely, if one has an

estimate of the temperature from some independent source, the observed
thermal width of a given A/Z

peak can be used to deduce the mass number

A. Fortunately in most cases the identification of the specific species
corresponding to a given A/Z
peaks at A/Z

value is unambiguous.

For example, the

equal to 8 and 32 are presumably dominated by 02+ and S

ions (through there could in principle be contributions from S4 + and 02

2+ respectively).

or SO 2

The temperature determination from such

unambiguous peaks, coupled with the assumption that the different ionic
species have the same temperature, can be used to deduce the probable
mass number of the ambiguous peaks.

For example, under the assumption

that the ions are isothermal, the width of the 0 peak is larger than
that of the S2 + peak and the experimental data can be fitted by suitable

proportions of the two ions.
procedure yields the fit
torus where the A/Z

For the spectrum in Figure 5, this

shown in Figure 6. In the inner region of the

peaks at 8 and 32 are well-resolved, independent

fits to each peak suggest that the 02+ and S+ ions have equal
temperatures. Therefore, the data in the cold region of the torus have
been analysed under the assumption that all the ions have the same
temperature so that S2+ and 01 ions can be separated.
Outside about 5.5 Rj the ions are warmer.

For a given selection of

ionic species the resolution of their spectral peaks depends on the sonic
Mach
number.

For the spectrum shown in Figure 6 the Mach numbers are between

18 and 25.

In the warm torus however, the Mach numbers drop to ~3 or

less, whereas the overlap between peaks becomes significant for Mach
numbers greater than ~6 (discussed in more detail by McNutt et al.

1981).

Individual peaks are usually not resolved and there is no direct evidence
that the plasma is isothermal or that it moves with the corotational
velocity.

Thus, in the warm region of the torus the results of the

fitting procedure depend critically on assumptions concerning the a)
composition, b) temperature, and c) bulk motion of the plasma.

There is

also evidence from comparing the electron and positive ion measurements
that the spacecraft is slightly negatively charged in the warm region of
the torus which further complicates the situation.

Luckily all three of

the main sensors were pointed into the corotating flow around this time
so that the information from all three cups can be used to constrain some
of the variables.

The range of uncertainty in these parameters is,

course, limited by arguments of physical plausibility.

of

Results of the

fitting procedure in the warm torus and the possible range of parameters
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The energy per charge spectrum made in the C-cup of the main
sensor at 1016 UT, (5.3 R ) 5 March 1979. The data are shown
as a histogram and the fiA to the current in each measurement
channel is shown by x's. The individual MIaxwellian
distributions of each ion that make up the reduced proton
distribution function of the fit are shown by the curved
lines.

which are consistent with the data are discussed in detail in subsequent
sections.

An example of the fit to a single spectrum in this region is

shown in Figure 7 for two thermal models; for both cases it was assumed
that the composition was represented by the five species shown in the
figure and that the bulk motion was fully corotational.

Thile results

3+
illustrate the sensitivity of the relative abundances of S and 02+ to

the thermal model used in the fit.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the volume density of charge
and the volume density of mass associated with a resolved spectral peak
at some value of A/Z

can be estimated directly from the analysis without

assumptions of ionic composition or charge state of the ions in the peak
(McNutt et al., 1981; and see Appendix I).
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Chapter 3
The Voyager Plasma Measurements in the Inner Magnetosphere

a)

General Survey of the Data
A comprehensive display of plasma data obtained in the torus between 7

and 5 Rj (corresponding to the portion of the trajectory shown by the
thickened line in Figure 3) is shown in the three-dimensional plot of
Figure 8 where the reduced distribution function Fp is plotted against time
(spacecraft event time) and energy per charge.

All of the 80 spectra

obtained in this period are included in the plot.

After -1000 UT in the

cold inner torus, three peaks stand out in the energy per charge spectra at
A/Z =32, 16 and 8; the relative amplitudes of these peaks vary
systematically; maximum values for the individual ionic species occurred at
1030, 1050 and 1130 UT, respectively. Before ~0930 UT in the outer torus,
the spectra are characterized by a single broad peak in Fp at about A/Z
16.

=

There is no dramatic change in spectral shape at the outer boundary of

the torus.

A similar broad peak is characteristic of spectra at radial

distances of up to ~-10 R where the plasma flow first came into the main
sensors' field of view.

Noise due to interference from another instrument

on the spacecraft causes the notch near ~20 volts in many of the spectra
displayed.

The back panel shows, as a function of time, the positive

charge density determined from fits to each spectrum assuming only ions
with A/Z

between 8 and 64 are present.

The local maxima in the charge

density profile at 0902, 0924 and 1016 UT are labeled as points 1, 2 and 3,
respectively.
There are a few spectral features which are of minor importance with
respect to the gross properties of the plasma but may indicate some

Figure 8.

A three-dimensional plot of reduced proton distribution
function against energy per charge for spectral measurements
made in the C-cup of the main sensor between 0730 UT (7 R )
and 1145 UT (4.9 R ) on 5 March 1979. A total of 80 sepa9 ate
spectra are shown Each spectrum is shown by a double line).
Two spectra are omitted every 48 minutes as the instrument
was in a different measurement mode. Every tenth spectrum is
emphasized with a darker line. The back panel shows the
total positive charge density as a function of time
determined from fits to the corresponding spectra.

interesting phenomena.

For example, the currents measured by the detector

reached the saturation level for one spectrum in all 3 cups of the main
sensor at 0937 UT and there is a significant particle flux that was
detected throughout the inner iagnetosphere at energies well above the
energy of the bulk of the plasma.

These and other non-Maxwellian spectral

features will be discussed at the end of the chapter.
b)

Radial profiles of plasma properties
Each full spectrum obtained in one of the main sensors (C-cup) between

0515 and 1200 UT (9 to 5 R3 ) has been fitted with a sum of Maxwellian
functions as described in Appendix I. The plasma properties derived from
the fits (i.e., charge density, temperature, ionic composition and bulk
motion) all varied during this period.

Assuming these variations are

spatial rather than temporal, radial profiles of the plasma properties can
easily be constructed because the spacecraft's radial distance from Jupiter
decreased monotonically in this period.
(bi)

Charge Density
To preserve local charge neutrality the total positive charge density

must equal the electron density; thus measurements of the positive charge
density should equal the total electron number density assuming that the
contribution of ions with A/Z

< 8 (i.e., ions below the 10 Volt energy per

charge threshold of the instrument) is negligible.

A radial profile out to

9 Rj of the electron density determined from fits to the positive ion
spectra is shown in Figure 9. Indirect estimates of the local electron
density were made by the Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA) experiment on
Voyager 1 from the cutoff frequency of upper hybrid resonance emission
(Birmingham et al., 1981).

Their measurements are also shown in Figure 9.

There is close agreement between the two measurements over the entire
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Radial profile of in situ measurements of charge density.
The plasma science measurements ( 0 ) are of the positive
charge derived from fits to positive ion energy per charge
spectra. The Planetary Radio Astronomy data ( A ) from
Birmingham et al. (1981) are electron density determined from
the cut off-fTr-equency of plasma wave modes (typical
uncertainties in the PRA determinations are shown by vertical
bars).

region indicating that most of the ions have A/Z

> 8. The slightly larger

values obtained by PRA outside the torus (>7.5 Rj) may be due to electrons
required to balance the charge density contributed by heavier ions with
energies above 6 keV of protons with energies below 10 eV.
The outer edge of the Io plasma torus is indicated by the rapid increase
in density measured by both instruments as the spacecraft moved inside -7.5
Ri.

The density built up to a broad maximum around the orbit of io at 5.95

R (marked by (1) in Figure 9).

The density then sharply rose to a value

of ~3100 cm- 3 at ~5.7 Rj marked by (2) well inside lo's L-shell; PRA
recorded a maximum density of 3500 cm- 3 around this time.

However, the PRA

measurements have a much higher time resolution and there were few
measurements of such large values, all measured near 5.75 Ri.

The bulk of

-3
the core of the torus had a charge density from 1000 to 2000 cm

Radially inward of 5.7 Rj, the charge density dropped rapidly by a factor
of ~5 to a value of ~740 cm-3 . As the spacecraft moved through the cold
inner part of the torus, the charge density reached a second maximum of
1740 cm-3 at 5.3 Rj (indicated by (3) in Figure 9) before rapidly
decreasing by an order of magnitude as the spacecraft made its closest
approach to Jupiter at 4.89 R .
Outside the torus (> 7.5 Rj), the values of charge density determined
from the positive ion measurements closely match electron densities
directly measured by the plasma instrument (Scudder et al. 1981).

The

agreement is not as good in the warm torus (5.7 to 7.5 R ), where the
spacecraft probably had a small negative charge which introduces
uncertainties in the determination of the electron density from the PLS
electron data.

No direct electron measurements were made in the cold inner

torus where the energy per charge of the bulk of the electrons was below

the 10 Volt threshold of the plasma instrument.

(bii)

Temperature
In the inner torus, independent determinations of the thermal speed

for each ionic species from the well-resolved peaks in the spectra from all
three cups of the main sensor indicate that the positively charged
component of the plasma is predominantly isothermal at temperatures of a
few eV or less.

Fitting the three peaks separately for the spectrum at
*

1120 UT suggested the A/Z

*

= 8 and A/Z

= 32 peaks had very similar

temperatures (0.44 and 0.46 eV respectively) if they correspond to 02+ and
+

S .

Tt

*

The fit to the A/Z

= 16 peak produced a thermal speed of 2.2 km s

which corresponds to temperatures of .80 or .40 eV if the peak is entirely
due to S2 + or 0+ respectively.

A rough estimate of the time scales for

coulomb collisions to produce equipartition of energy between ionic species
in a plasma of T

0.6 eV and ne

850 cm

3

is 20 minutes.

This is a

relatively short time compared with time scales for diffusion (rdiff~ days,
to be discussed in Chapter 4) so that the plasma observed at 1120 (4.96 Rj)
was probably fairly close to thermodynamic equilibrium.
To interpret the spectra obtained in the outer part of the torus where
the spectral peaks overlap it is necessary to assume something about the
thermal state of the plasma.

As discussed in part (d) of Chapter 1, two

extreme assumptions were used: the different ionic species were assumed to
either have the same temperature or have a common thermal speed.

Figure 10

shows the radial temperature profile determined from fitting the data to
the two models.

In the case of the common thermal speed model, the

temperature plotted in Figure 10 is the average temperature of all the ions
when the A/Z =16 peak is taken to be either all S2+ or all 0+ ions.

The
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Radial profile of ion temperature derived from fits to the
positive ion energy per charge spectra. The +'s are from the
fits where the ions are assumed to have the same temperature.
With the common thermal speed model the average ion
temperature has been calcy ated assuming the A/
16
spectral peak to be all S
( 0 ) or all 0 (o).

50
different thermal models produce only 50% range in temperature which does
not significantly affect the conclusions.
The outer torus had a fairly constant temperature of (6 ± 1.5) x 105 K
(~50 eV), considerably less than what would be expected if the initial
gyro-speed of the ions was equal to the full corotational value (e.g.,
sulphur and oxygen ions at 6 R would pick up initial gyro-energies of 540
and 270 eV respectively which, if there were no losses, would result in a
plasma with a temperature of 180 to 360 eV after sufficient collisions.
The temperature slowly increased with distance from Jupiter in the inner
magnetosphere to a value of 8x10 5 K at 9 R . Further out in the middle
magnetosphere the temperature at mid latitudes (> 100) continued to
gradually increase with radial distance.

However in the equatorial plasma

disc the temperature dropped to values of ~10 eV which are less than the
temperatures in the outer torus (McNutt et al., 1981).
As the spacecraft moved inward through the torus, the temperature
decreased sharply inside 5.7 R3 dropping by a factor of ~50 to less than an
eV.

This sharp transition is the division between the inner (cold) torus

and the outer (warm) torus and occurs in the same region that the local
plasma density decreased by a factor of 5.

(biii)

Bulk Motion

In fitting the positive ion spectra, it is necessary to assume either
a bulk flow or a particular composition.

In the cold inner torus,

*

assigning the three main peaks A/Z

ratios of 8, 16, and 32 suggests the

ions had the same average component of velocity into each sensor to _1% and
that value was within 1% of the value expected for corotation (cf. Fig. 6).
Since all three cups of the main sensor collected large fluxes at this

time, the components of the bulk velocity of the plasma into each cup can
be combined to construct the velocity vector of the plasma flow.
First of all the velocity components derived for each peak separately
are compared so that any spacecraft charging effects can be removed.
effects are very small and are discussed in Appendix I.
components derived from a simultaneous fit

These

The three velocity

to the spectra in the 3 main

sensors (A, B and C) are then transformed into the corotating reference
frame by subtracting the velocity of the spacecraft in that frame.

This

velocity vector can then be compared with the local magnetic field
direction as measured by the magnetometer on Voyager (Ness et al., 1979).
Table 2 shows the parallel and perpendicular components of the residual
velocity with respect to the magnetic field for two measurement times in
the inner torus.
Figure 11 shows simultaneous fits to spectra from the three main
sensors at (a) 1120 UT (4.95 Rj) and (b) 1016 UT (5.28 R3 ). The spectra at
1016 UT were the first to show well-resolved peaks and the value of -0.059
km s 1for V.2 shows that the plasma was corotating to better than one
percent.

In this corotating frame there was a small field aligned

southward flow of ~1.4 km s - 1 and a smaller flow radially inward of ~0.9 km
-1

s

.

Very similar velocity components were found at 1120 UT when the

spacecraft was well inside the cold inner torus.

The two values for the

radial flow suggest the plasma takes 22 to 30 hours to move 1 Rj.

This is

consistent with the inward diffusion rates derived by Richardson et al.
(1980) which are discussed in Chapter 4.
In contrast to the corotating cold inner torus inside of 5.7 Rj, there
are several well resolved peaks in the energy per charge spectra observed
outside the torus at radial distances greater than ~12 Rj, which could not

Table 2
Velocities in the corotation frame of reference
Vc
(Corotati
km s-1

Time
UT
1016

66.3

1120 1 4.95

VI,
V'1

62.1

=

"B

=

. (Rx )

1.388

2.1%

-0.913

-1.3%

-0.059

+0.041

+0.011

+0.009

2.9%

1.2%

15%

1.653

2.7%

-0.669

-1.1%

1-0.120

+0.075

+0.042

+0.024

4.5%

6.2%

20%

close to radial

• (B x (R x B) - close to azimuthal
:
V
12corotation
Vcrtat ion = 12.551 IRIcos (Jovigraphic Latitude)
.

= Difference between corotating and "inertial" frames

-0.09%

-0.2%

(a)

R=

10-~

10-eL

0

. 95

(b)

1120 UT

75

150
225
ENERCGY PER CHARGE

300

R = 5.28
1016 UT

0

450
300
150
ENERGY PER CHRR-E

600

Fi gure 11. The energy per charge spectra for the A, B and C cups
at (a) 1120 UT (4.95 Rj) and (b) 1016 UT (5.28 Rj). The three
spectra for each measurement, time have been fitted simultaneously
to determine the bulk velocity (Table 2), temperature and density
(Table 3) of the multi-species plasma.

54
be associated with any reasonable combination of A/Z
is taken to be corotating (Sullivan and Bagenal,
McNutt et al., 1981).

values if

the plasma

1979; McNutt et al., 1979;

Figure 12 shows the last high resolution spectrum

with well resolved peaks which was observed at 11.8 R , well before the
spacecraft entered the torus.

A consistent assignment of A/Z

ratios of 1,

8, 102/3, 16, 23 and 32 indicates the plasma is moving at about 80% of the
corotational speed.

Therefore, the assumption of full corotation of the

plasma must break down somewhere between 5.4 and ~12 Rj.
Between 5.5 and 9 R where the energy per charge spectra of the
positive ions are dominated by a single broad peak in Fp, it is not
possible to determine independently both composition and bulk speed.
the fits to data taken in this region (cf. Figure 7),

In

the plasma has been

assumed to be corotating and the bulk speed was not a parameter of the fit.

(biv)

Composition
The determination of ionis composition from the plasma data is a

complicated process.

The results are summarised at the end of the section.

Throughout the inner magnetosphere there is considerable variation in the
relative abundances of the different ionic species that comprise the positively charged component of the plasma.

The spectra in Figure 8 illustrate

the varied nature of the plasma in the inner magnetosphere.

For example,

in the inner part of the torus a comparison of the spectrum in Figure 13
taken at 4.96 R with the spectrum in Figure 6 taken at 5.3 R shows the
considerable variation in composition in the region.

The variability in

relative abundance is less evident in the outer torus and further out in
the plasma sheet of the middle magnetosphere.

In the cold torus the

composition is largely determined by the relative heights and positioning
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CHARGE (VOLTS)
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200

The energy per charge spectrum in the D-cup (side sensor) at
0150 UT, 5 March 1979 (11.6 Rji). The position of the
observed
the
A/Z =16
=16 (shown
(shown by
by the
due to
to ions
ions 'with
with A/Z
spectral peak
peak due
observed spectral
arrows) is at considerably lower energy per charge than that
expected for a bulk velocity corresponding to rigid
corotation. The data are shown as a histogram and the fit to
the current in each measurement channel is shown by x's. The
individual Maxwellian distributions of each ion included in
the reduced proton distribution function of the fit are shown
by the curved lines.

of the well-resolved peaks.

In the warm torus where the spectral peaks are

unresolved the composition is constrained by i) consistency with
composition in other regions, ii) observations of ultraviolet and optical
emissions.
The more straightforward situation in the cold torus will be
considered first.

Table 3 shows the densities of different ionic species

at 4.96 and 5.28 Rj from fits to the spectra shown in Figures 6 and 13
respectively.

The spectrum at 5.28 Rj was made in the densest part of the
+

cold torus and shows that S is by far the dominant ion.
is predominately due to

*

The A/Z =16 peak

0+ ions rather than S2 + and there is some 02+

which produces the small emerging peak at the low energy end of the
spectrum.
SO2

There is a distinct peak at A/Z =64 corresponding to 14 cm-3 of

ions but they comprise less than 1% of the total positive ion number

density.
The spectrum made a little later at 1120 and shown in Figure 13 shows
that S ions have become less important, 0+ ions are the most abundant at
02+
this point and the 02+ peak has become quite distinct. As the spacecraft
moved in to its closest approach to Jupiter the A/Z =8 peak grew until 02+
ions had the highest local density while the S+ peak at A/Z =32 subsided
until it was little more than a shoulder.
The existence of resolved spectra at radial distances larger than 12
R and smaller than 5.3 Rj suggests that the broad spectral feature
observed in the warm torus between 5.3 and 12 R consists of the sum of
peaks corresponding to a similar set of ionic species.

If the single peak

in the outer torus did in fact correspond to just one corotating ionic
species, then it would have an
~150 eV.

A/Z* ratio of ~14 and a temperature of

However, the total distribution is poorly represented by a single

Table 3
Cold Torus Composition

TTME

2+

R(R )

______~~~~~~~~~~~
_ ______~~~~~~~~~
_
_
_

3+

x,
_

_

.

_

_

--_

_

__

_

_

2+
2__
~~~~~~
I-_
_

_

0~
_

_

_
+.'

_

64
1120

4.95

45

(.7)

5.0

(.5)

(5)

220

(10)

64
1016

5.28

24

(1.5)

3.2

(1.2)

(8)

370

(20)

_

__

__

20

__

SO2 +

Sn+

N;1+
_ __

(2)

_

82

(1)

(6) 1170

(5)

_-

_

__

I

_

-

_

0.39
(.006)

(3)

(2)

Ion densities are in cm-3.
The numbers in parentheses are standard errors from the least-squares fit

_

to the spectrum.

1.09
(.005)
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300
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100
ENERGY PER CHARGE (VOLTS)

400

The energy per charge spectrum made in the C-cup at 1120 UT,
5 March 1979 (4.95 R )
The data are shown as a histogram
and the fit to the crrent in each measurement channel is
shown by x's. The individual Maxwellian distributions of
each ion that make up the reduced proton distribution
function of the fit are shown by the curved lines.

Maxwellian function.

Therefore is had been assumed that the spectra in the

warm torus consist of a superposition of overlapping Maxwellian peaks
*

corresponding to ions with A/Z

0/

ratios of 8, 102 /3, 16 and 32.

This is

probably quite a reasonable assumption at the lower end of the spectrum.
At higher energies there is evid2rence (see section 3(d)) of a considerable
contribution to the specturm from ions with a non-Maxwellian distribution
function.

Consequently, the density of ions with higher energies

(particularly S+ ions at A/Z

= 32) are probably overestimated in the

present analysis.
Preliminary analyses of the ultraviolet emission spectrum measured by
the Voyager UVS experiment suggested that in the warm torus there were few
0+ ions (Broadfoot et al., 1979; Shemansky, 1980).

Therefore the ambiguity

of the A/Z =16 peak in the plasma spectra was initially avoided by taking
the peak to be entirely due to S2+ ions and assuming any contributions due
to 0+ ions to be insignificant.
In the early analysis of the ion plasma data the simplest case was
considered with the plasma assumed to be fully corotating and the spectrum
from only one cup analysed at a time.

Figure 7 shows the spectrum at 0859

UT (5.93 Rj) which has been fitted in this way with the added assumption
that the ions have either a common (a)temperature, (b) thermal speed. The
results of these fits are given in the first two rows of Table 4. With the
isothermal model S2+ is the most abundant ion though there are also large
quantities of S ions.

There are few S3+ ions and only a moderate amount

of 02+ ions. The common thermal speed model produces similar results
S3
relc
2+
except S3+ ions replace any 02+ ions so the composition is essentially
entirely of sulphur ions.

Despite the fact that the fit to the data

appears to be pretty good the resolution matrix shows the composition is

Table 4
Composition of Warm Torus
TIME

R
S/c THERMAL
(R3 ) (VOLTS) STATE

S

02+

2+

S0
f

64
0859

5.93

0

0

T

162 (11)

43 (9)

606 (7)

446 (14)

50*

32.7 (.4)

12

§W

8.7 (12)

163 (15)

613 (13)

391 (24)

50*

42.1 (.6)

25

T

115 (45)

83 (36)

632 (13)

490 (30)

50*

3.50 (1.2)

95

(18)

210 (22)

605 (18)

456 (26)

50*

43 (.8)

98

196 (16)

467 (11)

382 (18)

50*

W

64
0808

6.56

0

-15

T

160 (18)

-15

T

126 (82)

208 (79)

263 (21)

W

0. (51)

471 (77)

301 (73)

393 (47)

-30

T

350 (60)

208 (71)

263 (44)

0

T

99 (23)

49 (19)

W

0

-8
-15

46.8

(.6)

65

45.9

(2.1)

67

50*

58.2

(2.0)

336 (18)

50*

54.0

(2.1)

342 (8.2)

229 (19)

50

46.4 (14)

104

50*

58.0 (6)

100

300*

336 (40)

(4)

129 (4)

330 (5)

215 (10)

T

131 (5)

53 (3)

305 (4)

218 (8)

T

152 (30)

70 (30)

268 (11)

195 (19)

W

-40 (30)

279 (45)

152 (45)

205 (37)

119
78

50.3 (.5)

78

50*

55.1 (1.9)

72

50*

75.6 (2.6)

119

-3
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Ion densities are in cm- 3
tAverage temperature.
T-Isothermal model.
W-Common thermal speed model.
*-Fixed density.
§-Fit to data for one sensor only. The remaining fits used the data from all three main sensors.

poorly constrained.
The corotating plasma flowed into the three cups of the main sensor at
slightly different angles so that the position of the various spectral
peaks differ from cup to cup.

Therefore a simultaneous fit

has been made

to the three spectra assuming corotation, a common temperature or thermal
speed and a single set of ion densities in the hope that the additional
information will constrain the composition.
The left panels of Figures 14 and 15 show simultaneous fits to the
0859 UT spectra for the two thermal models.
rows 3 and 4 of Table 4.

The fit

The results are tabulated on

to the data does not appear as good as

for only one cup which suggests that to model the ion distribution function
with Maxwellian functions and a simple common thermal state is
(i.e. the good fit to a single spectrum was misleading).

inaccurate

However, a

comparison of the results of fitting single versus multiple cups shows that
both analyses indicate basically the same composition with some minor
changes at lower energies.
An additional concern when considering the composition in the warm
torus is the question of spacecraft charging (see Appendix II).
spacecraft becomes charged it

When the

is no longer at the same electrostatic

potential as the surrounding plasma so that the channel voltages are
correspondingly shifted.

In the warm torus a comparison of the electron

and positive ion charge densities suggest the spacecraft was at a potential
of about -15

volts with respect to the surrounding plasma.

The voltage

shift due to a spacecraft potential is the same for all sensors so each
spectrum appears displaced by a constant amount.

The expected positions of

spectral peaks for different ions are fixed for each cup but varies between
cups according to the angle that the plasma flows into the cup.

Therefore
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The
for the
the A5
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Figure 15.
The energy
energy per
per charge
charge spectra
spectra for
A, B
and C
C cups
cups at
at 0859
UT (5.93
(5.93 Rj)
Rj) which
which have
have
been
fitted
simultaneously
under
different
assumptions.
The
assumptions
were
(a)
the
ions
been fitted simultaneously under different assumptions. The assumptions were (a) the ions have
have aa
common thermal speed and the spacecraft has a zero potential; (b) the ions have a common thermal
speed and the spacecraft has a potential of -15 volts; (c) the ions have a common temperature, the

spacecraft potential is set at -15 volts and the density of 0+ ions is set at 300 cm- . The plasma
assumed to be corotating in all three cases.

comparing the goodness of fit

when the spacecraft potential is set at

different values should give some indication of both the spacecraft charge
and the plasma composition.
Figure 14 shows fits to the data under isothermal conditions when the
spacecraft is assigned a potential of (a) 0 volts (b) -15 volts and (c) -30
volts.

The resulting fit

parameters are given in Table 4.

The effect of

shifting the spectrum to lower energies due to the increasingly negative
potential is to increase the amount of ions with low values of A/Z
decrease the amount of ions with higher A/Z .
dominant ion at -30 volts.

and

Thus 02+ becomes the

The best fit is obtained at -15 volts and fits

at -10 and -20 volts support this estimate of the spacecraft potential for
0859 UT.

The fits made under the assumption that the ions have a common

thermal speed (Fig. 15(a) and (b)) do not improve when the spacecraft is
given a negative potential.

If 02+ ions are included in the fit

density is driven to negative values.

The remaining ions are then just the

first three ionisation states of sulphur.
potentials

their

With larger negative spacecraft

3+ becomes the dominant ion.

An analysis of the ultraviolet spectrum, recently published by Brown
et al. (1981), suggests that there may well be a considerable density of 0
ions in the warm torus, contrary to the earlier conclusions of Broadfoot et
al. (1979) and Shemansky (1980).

The justification for these disparate

conclusions is discussed in Chapter 4. In view of these results, the third
panel in Figure 15 shows an isothermal fit

to the 0859 UT spectrum where

the density of 0 ions was fixed at a value of 300 cmcharge was set at a value of -15 volts.
in Figure 14 (b) where the A/Z

and the spacecraft

The fit to the data is as good as

= 16 peak was assumed to be all S2+

.

The

effect of including 0 ions is mainly to reduce the density of S2 + and, to

a lesser extent, S+ and 02+ ions.
At the bottom of Table 4 are the results of fitting spectra made at
0801 UT at 6.56 R .

This was the furthest distance at which the flow angle

into all three main sensor cups was less than 600 so all three spectra can
be fitted simultaneously.

At this distance the total density is less than

at 5.93 R but the composition appears to be very similar.

Again the fit

improves if the spacecraft is given a negative potential though, because of
the lower density of the plasma the potential is probably less than 15
volts in magnitude.
The discussion above has been confined to the ionic species that
dominate the plasma in number density.
minor species.

Sometimes there is a resolved spectral peak such as the

proton peak in Figure 11; the SO2
Figure 12.

There is also evidence for various -

peak in Figure 6; or the Na

peak in

At other times, the minor species may produce a shoulder on the

edge of a spectral peak (for example SO2 ).

In addition, upper limits can

be put on the densities of ions which come between two resolved spectral
peaks as illustrated for Na+ and SO+ in Figure 6. When fitting a gap in a
spectrum between two peaks, the minor ionic species is chosen for its
plausibility.

An upper limit for the density of a different ionic species

with a similar A/Z

ratio could be determined in a similar way.

In the middle magnetosphere protons comprise up to ~30% of the number
density, their importance increasing with distance away from the plasma
sheet (McNutt et al., 1981).

In the inner magnetosphere the kinetic energy

of protons is generally insufficient to produce measurable fluxes above the
energy per charge threshold of the plasma instrument.

However, there are a

few spectra before closest approach (where the cold plasma flows directly
into one of the cups) with a feature below the well-resolved A/Z

= 8

66
spectral peak which might be the tail of a distribution function in the
lowest channels. If this feature corresponds to either H+ or He2+ ions with
the same temperature as the heavy ions then a fit
estimates of 416 or 1.8 cm"3 respectively.

to the date gives density

This is about 3% or 0.4% of the

total ion number density. These values should be regarded with caution
because the density is estimated from the tail of the distribution since
the data does not include the peak.
There is often a well-defined spectral peak corresponding to A/Z =64
+

(Figure 6) which is probably SO2
ratio).

Fitting the A/Z

+*

(or maybe S2 which has the same A/Z

= 64 peak at 5.3 Rj produces a density of ~13

cm- 3 which is <1% of the ion population.

When the plasma becomes too hot

for separate spectral peaks, then the density of SO2 ions has been
arbitrarily set at a value of 50 cm

3

(about 4% of the total ion density)

because it is not possible to separate the contribution of SO+ ions from
the other factors contributing to the high energy region of the spectra.
Filling the gap between the S+ and SO

peaks in the 1016 UT spectrum

(Figure 6) produces an upper limit of 8 cm-3 (-0.5% of the ions) for SO+ .
Finally, it should be noted that the upper limits on the densities of
minor species discussed above are speculative and some of these spectral
features could well be due to alternative minor ionic species to those
suggested or due to non-Maxwellian components in the distribution of the
major ions.
Table 5 gives a summary of the composition of the positive part of the
plasma found in the cooler regions of Jupiter's magnetoshere, i.e., the Io
torus and the middle magnetosphere plasma sheet.

Typical plasma parameters

are given for the cold torus (5.3 R ), the warm torus (5.9 and 6.6 R ) and
five of many places in the middle magnetospere plasma sheet where well-

Table 5 - Summary of Posivite Ion Parameters in the Torus and Plasma Sheet Regions of Jupiter's Magnetosphere
TIME

R

(UT)

(R )

64
1016

5.3

S

64
08591

5.9

<

Os/c

THERMAL
MODEL

02+

S3+

(VOLTS)

S 2+

0+

Na

S

H
/ Vc

(Density, cm-3
T

24

3

37

-15

T

160

200

470

-15

T

130

210

260

370

82

1170
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The values for the density of 0+

Common temperature for all ions
W = Common thermal speed for all ions
T = Average temperature. A range of values are given for the common thermal speed model according to the
= 16 being either all S2+ of all 0+
A/Z* = 16AZ*peak
peak being either all S of all 0.
T

=

resolved spectral peaks allow a determination of composition.

From the

warm torus outwards the composition remains fairly constant with the
+ 2+
dominant ions being some combination of 0 and
S2 + at A/Z * = 16. Next come
02+, S3 + and S+ with roughly the same degree of importance though the
relaivebunanceof.

3+

relative abundance of S

an

02+

and 02+ varies with assumptions about the thermal

state of the plasma.
In the cold inner torus the composition is significantly different.
When the composition is averaged over the inner region the ions are largely
of lower ionisation states.

The dominant ion is S accompanied by 0+ ions

3+
2+
while there are few ions of higher ionisation states (S , S , 02+

c)

Spatial distribution of plasma
A two-dimensional model of the torus can be constructed from the in

situ density measurements made along the spacecraft trajectory by assuming
the distribution of plasma along the magnetic field lines.

Warwick et al.

(1979) took the electron densities determined from radio data (PRA
experiment) obtained on both inbound and outbound legs of the trajectory
and drew contours of constant density in a meridional plane by assuming the
torus to be symmetric both azimuthally and about the magnetic equator.

In

a preliminary analysis of the plasma data (Bagenal et al., 1980) the ion
temperature determinations from inbound measurements were inserted into a
simple expression for an exponential scale height distribution so the in
situ ion density measurements could be extrapolated along dipolar magnetic
field lines.

Azimuthal symmetry was again used with mirror symmetry about

the centrifugal equator to construct meridional contour maps of ion and
electron densities.

In the more detailed analysis presented here (and in

Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981) the azimuthal symmetry assumption has been

PAGES (S) MISSING FROM ORIGINAL
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section of the torus.

The surface includes the inbound spacecraft

trajectory and the dipole magnetic field line associated with the location
of the spacecraft at the time of each measurement.
similar to a meridional plane.
tilt

This surface is very

It is a little distorted because the dipole

varied with the time (and radial distance) of the measurements.

The

resulting contour map of total charge density on this surface is shown in
Figure 16 as a plot of density as a function of radial distance from the
center of Jupiter and distance from the centrifugal symmetry surface
(centrifugal equator).

The apparent asymmetry about the centrifugal

equator occurs because the angle between the magnetic and centrifugal
equators varied along the spacecraft trajectory.

While both the inbound

and outbound trajectories of the spacecraft are shown, the map is based
solely on data obtained on the inbound pass.

Data from the outbound pass

is discussed in the last section of this chapter.

(ci)

Torus Structure
Outside the torus (>7.5 Rj) the plasma had a fairly uniform low

density of ~100 cm - 3 .

As Voyager 1 moved radially inwards, the density

rapidly increased as the spacecraft entered the torus (at ~7.5 Rj) from
below the centrifugal equator.

After crossing the equator at ~7.1 Rj,

the

spacecraft remained less than 0.15 R above it and traversed the core of
the warm torus, passing over the small .region of the maximum torus density
(-3000 cm-3 ) at 5.8 R which corresponds to the sharp spike (2) in the in
situ density profile (Figure 9).

The plasma in the outer part of the torus

was warmer and hence spread away from the equatorial maximum with an
effective exponential scale height of ~1 R .

Inside the sharp temperature

drop at 5.7 R the plasma was cold and hence closely confined to the

POSITIVE

C IARGE DENSITY
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Figure 16.

Contour map of positive charge density as a function of
radial distance from the center of Jupiter and height from
the centrifugal equator. The map has been constructed from
plasma measurements made along the inbound spacecraft
trajectory (---) by using a theoretical expression for the
distribution of plasma along dipolar field lines (Appendix
3
The are in units of c 3III).
contours
III).

The contours are in units of cm
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centrifugal equator with an effective scale height of <0.2 R3 .

The

centrifugal equator was crossed again in the locality of the local density
maximum in the inner torus at ~5.3 R (3).
The in situ charge density (Figure 9) dropped rapidly as the
spacecraft moved inside the density maximum at 5.3 R .

as

However,

illustrated in Figure 16, this sharp density drop is largely due to the
spacecraft's increasing southerly latitudes.

Because of the small

effective scale height in the cold torus the spacecraft did not have to go
far from the centrifugal equator to see a large change in density.

The

decrease in measured density was not totally a latitude effect as the
equatorial density drops markedly inside 5.3 R3 . Figure 17 shows a
comparison of the radial profile of charge density along the centrifugal
equator (from Figure 16) with the charge density measured at the location
of the spacecraft on its trajectory.
The two-part nature of the plasma torus is apparent in Figure 16 and
in the radial profiles of charge density and ion temperature (Figure 10).
Between the two parts of the torus, the spacecraft passed through a
5
transition region where there was a sharp temperature gradient of ~7x10 K

R -1 .

The transition region around 5.5 R is one of the three regions

where whistler mode plasma waves were observed by the Voyager 1 Plasma Wave
Science (PWS) experiment (Gurnett et al. 1979).

The other two regions were

at ~6 R on both inbound and outbound legs of the trajectory.

The measured

frequency dispersion of the whistlers is largely determined by the density
of electrons in the plasma through which these waves have propagated.
Gurnett et al. (1981) conclude that the dispersion of these whistlers
suggests there are considerably more electrons between the point of
measurement and the source of the whistlers in the ionosphere of Jupiter
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Radial profile of charge density. The in situ plasma
measurements (illustrated by the lower curve T-have been
extrapolated using the theoretical expressions in Appendix
III for the distribution of plasma along a magnetic field
Sline to determine the total positive charge density at the
centrifugal equator (the upper curve).
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than are accounted for by the model of the torus discussed above.

If there

are additional electrons, they could be associated with light ions such as
protons which would not be as closely confined to the centrifugal equator

as the heavy ions.

These light ions would have larger effective scale

heights so that they would form a small proportion of the plasma near the
equator (where the measured total positive charge density is very close to
the electron density) but could dominate the ion composition closer to the
planet.

Determining the density of ions outside the torus region should

give an estimate of the importance of the ionosphere of Jupiter as a source
of plasma for the magnetosphere.
Although the plasma detector was less favorably oriented on the
outbound traversal of the torus, considerable fluxes were measured.

The

individual spectra will be discussed in the last section of this chapter,
but generally speaking the global structure on the outbound pass was found
to be very similar to that observed inbound.

Lower densities were measured

during the outbound passage due to the greater distance of the spacecraft
from the centrifugal equator.

This effect is especially noticeable in the

inner torus where the effective scale height is small.
The magnitude and location of the three local density maxima and the
location of the transition region and the outer boundary are tabulated in
Table 6. The local density maxima on the outbound trajectory have been
found from the PRA and plasma profiles.

Although the radial distances of

the first and second maxima vary by 0.2 Rj between the inbound and outbound
passes, the L-shells of the maxima nearly coincide when the offset of the
magnetic dipole from the center of Jupiter is taken into account.

If the

offset of the field were neglected, then the electron densities determined
by Birmingham et al. (1981) would be larger than the values along the

Table 6 - Regions of the Torus

Outer
Boundary

Peak 1

,

L-Shell1
offset
centered

Ne 3
(cm

LT

R
(Rj)

Inbound

0630

1500

7.7

128

7.7

7.6

Outbound

~-1700

2400

7.2

15

7.5

7.5

Inbound

0902

1445

5.90

197

5.94

5.87

2160
2170

PLS
PRA

Outbound

1445

2245

5.70

317

5.79

5.89

1500±50
1650

PLS
PRA

Inbound

0924

1600

5.69

206

5.72

5.66

3130
3500

PLS
PRA

Outbound

1420

2200

5.49

307

5.55

5.64

160050
1950

PLS
PRA

(a)

-

Peak 2

III

Time
(UT)

- .

-

.- -

•

- i.

-

-

-i,

Experi ment+

-

.

--.-

-

1

Transition

Inbound

0945

1630

5.5

215

5.5

5.5

Region

Outbound

1400

2210

5.3

300

5.4

5. 5

Peak 3

Inbound

1016

1730

5.27

225

5.27

5.28

Predicted by model of torus from measurements on the inbound leg of the trajectory.
+PLS - Voyager 1 Plasma Science Experiment.
PRA - Voyager I Planetary Radio Science Experiment.

1740
1750

PLS
PRA

COLD

outbound trajectory shown in Figure 16 by about a factor of 2 at ~6 R and
to a lesser extent further out.

The effect of including the dipole offset

is to change the apparent outbound trajectory shown in Figure 16 with the
result that the electron densities (Table 2) predicted from the inbound
plasma data are in good agreement with those determined by Birmingham et
al.

(1981).

(cii)

Variations in Composition with Latitude
Figure 18 shows two-dimensional density plots for three individual

ionic species, S+ , S2+ and 02+ which have been constructed in the same
manner as Figure 16.

The in situ ion densities, which have been

extrapolated along corresponding field lines to make this figure, were
derived from fits to the data assuming the plasma was corotating and
isothermal.

The spacecraft potential was taken to be zero which means that
2+
3+
in the warm torus the densities of 02+
arid S3 + ions have been

underestimated while the densities of S

and S2 + have been ove'restimated.

The contour map for S3+ ions is very similar to the S2+ map shown here in
that there are insignificant densities of S3+ ions in the inner torus.

The

contour map for 0+ is similar to that of S+ in shape but with lower
densities.
Figure 18(c) illustrates how at 5.3 Rj the minor quantity of doubly
ionized oxygen present has been drawn away from the equator by the fieldaligned polarization electric field that has been set up by the predominant
heavy sulphur ions which are held close to the equator by centrifugal
forces.

The electrons are too light to be affected much by centrifugal

forces so they are only constrained by electrostatic interaction with the
ions.

Lighter ions of higher charge state are more easily pulled off the

centrifugal equator by the electrons so their density distribution along
the field lines has a larger effective scale height (the 0+ torus is

In the more extreme case shown in Figure 18c,

thicker than that of S+).

sufficient 02+ ions have been drawn along the field lines to form double
maxima in their density distribution approximately 0.2 Rj away from the
centrifugal equator.
The predominance of heavy ions with lower ionization state near the
centrifugal equator means that the composition measured there is not
typical of the whole of the torus.

At greater distances from the

centrifugal equator, the average ion mass number decreases and if
multiply-charged ions are present the average charge state increases with
distance from the equator.

Thus away from the equator oxygen ions become

more abundant than sulphur ions and at high latitudes protons must become
the dominant ionic species as they have very large scale heights due to
their low mass relative to sulphur and oxygen.

d)

Non-Maxwellian spectral features
In the three-dimensional plot of the spectra from the inbound pass

(Figure 8) there are a few spectral features which are of minor importance
with respect to the gross properties of the plasma but may indicate some
interesting phenomena.

For example, the currents measured by the detectors

reached the saturation level for one spectrum in two (B and C) cups of the
main sensor at 0937 UT and increased by and order of magnitude in the two
cups that pointed further away from the coratating flow.

This single

saturated spectrum shows up as a spike at 300 volts in Figure 8 (the
saturated channels are not plotted).

Comparison with spectra before and

after 0937 UT suggests that this anomalous spectrum was due to a variation
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Figure 18.

(a) S+

(R)

; (b) S2+ and (c) 02+
Contour maps of the density of
ions as a function of radial distance from the center of
Jupiter and height from the centrifugal equator. The maps
have been constructed from plasma measurements made along the
inbound spacecraft trajectory using theoretical expressions
for the distribution of plasma along dipolar magnetic fleld
lines (Appendix III). The contours are in units of cm .
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of ~2000 km.

!

a

then 7is ijited duration converts to a spatial scale

There is no special significance in the location of the

spacecraft which was at 5.6 Rj

well inside the orbit of lo at this time.

There my be some clues in the electron plasma measurements and the
energetic particle data for this period, but as yet the cause of this
anamolous spectrum remains a puzzle.
Another interesting spectral feature is the significant particle flux
that was detected throughout the inner magnetosphere at energies well above
the energy of the bulk of the plasma.
spectra made at 0931 UT and 1000 UT.

For example, Figure 19 shows two
Before

0936 UT every spectrum for

all three main sensors shows large fluxes at energies of a few keV,
above the energy of corotating thermal population (a few 100 eV).

well
Although

the high energy fluxes are about three orders of magnitude less than the
flux of thermal plasma, they are well above the instrument noise level
(dashed lines in Figure 19a) and represent a significant non-Maxwellian
tail to the distribution function.

High energy tails to the distribution

function are observed throughout the Jovian magnetosphere but despite
considerable theoretical interest in the phenomenon the origin of these
energetic particles is not understood.

They could be torus particles which

have been accelerated to higher energies, or particles from other regions,
such as the ionosphere or outer magnetosphere, that have diffused into the
torus region.
Perhaps a more puzzling question is posed by the fact that suddenly at
0936 UT the high energy tail cuts off at ~1500 eV.

From 0936 UT onwards

the fluxes at energies above ~1500 eV fall below the instrument threshold

B = 5.63
1979

R = 5.39

6 0931:11.7I16

10-0
-

0

S10-7

cE;

500
1000 1500
ENERGY PER CHARGE

Figure 19.

2000

0

500

1000

1500

2000

ENERGY PER CHRRGE

The energy per charge spectra of the A-, B- and C-cups made
at (a) 0931 UT (5.63 R ) and (b) 1000 UT (5.39 R ). The
arrows mark the locati ns of spectral peaks corr-sponding to
corotating ions with various A/Z values. The triangles mark
the pick-up energies for the different ions. The dashed
curve shows the instrument noise level. The notches near the
center of the spectra are caused by interference from another

experiment on the spacecraft.

(Figure 19b).

In addition, the properties of the bulk of the plasma are

also changing quite rapidly around this time.
the plasma becomes cooler.

Therefore it

The density decreases and

is not clear whether the particles

with energies greater than- 1500 eV suddenly disappear after 0936 UT or
whether the non-thermal particle populations observed before and after 0936
UT have completely different origins.

Another factor that may or may not

be purely coincidental is that the saturated spectrum came immediately
after the transition in spectral shape at higher energies.
The position of the high energy cut off in the spectra inside 5.6 R
is not quite the same for all three main sensors.

The arrows at the top of

each panel show the energy per charge of ions with A/Z*=8, 16, and 32 at
the local pick up energy, the energy at which the tin-can distribution
function of newly ionised material would have a sharp cutoff (see Figure
2).

The observed cutoffs are less sharp than those expected for a purely

tin-can distribution and fall about midway between the expected
energies of ions with A/Z =16 and 32 (Figure 19b).

pick up

It is tempting to

suggest that the observed cutoff in the spectrum is due to a combination of
tin-can distributions of newly ionised S2+ (or 0 ) and S ions but the
evidence is not compelling.

There remains no explanation of why there is a

sudden change in the spectrum at 5.6 Rj (well inside the orbit of lo) or
why, outside 5.6 Rj, the spectrum extends quite smoothly to energies of
over 6 keV.

e) Data from the outbound pass
Figure 20 shows a 3-dimensional plot similar to Figure 8 for the
outbound passage through the plasma torus.

As the spacecraft swung round

the planet the plasma flowed into the sensors at increasingly oblique
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Figure 20.

A three-dimensional plot of reduced proton distribution
function against energy per charge for spectral measurements
made in the A-cup of the main sensor between 1300 UT (-SR])
and 1715 UT (,7.4 R ) on 5 March 1979. The back panel sh 6ws
the electron density, measured by the PRA experiment
(Birmingham et al., 1981) as a function of time.
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angles.

This means that much lower fluxes were measured bn the outbound

passage and that the analysis of these spectra is less straightforward
because the response of the instrument to these fluxes is more complex.
However, some of the spectral features of the inbound passage can be
recognised in Figure 20.

There were a few well-resolved peaks in the cold

inner region but these soon disappeared as the spacecraft moved to larger
southern latitudes.

As observed during the inbound leg, the fluxes sharply

increased at -5.3 R3 (1400 UT outbound), briefly reaching maximum values at
1420 UT before decreasing rapidly due to the decreasing response of the
plasma sensor.

The back panel of Figure 20 shows the electron density

profile from PRA measurements which has a spike at 1420 UT.
similar to the density maximum (2) on the inbound pass.

This spike is

Similarly there

was a broad density maximum (1) a little further out corresponding to first
inbound maximum.

The large fluxes measured for just a few spectra around

1500 UT are due to the plasma flow being perturbed by lo which was reported
by Belcher et al. (1981) and will be discussed later.

Chapter 4
Comparison of direct plasma measurements with plasma characteristics
determined from indirect measurements.

The bulk properties of the plasma in the Io torus can be inferred
from both the direct plasma measurements and various types of radio,
optical and ultraviolet emissions that the plasma radiates.

The indirect

measurements can be compared with the direct plasma measurements
presented above.

(a) Radio Emissions
Plasma properties can be inferred either from the characteristic
frequencies of radiation emitted by the local plasma or from the
attenuation of electromagnetic waves through the plasma.

Throughout the

outer and middle Jovian magnetosphere the local electron density was
determined by the Plasma Wave Science (PWS) experiment on the Voyager
spacecraft from the low frequency cutoff of the continuum radiation which
was assumed to occur at the local plasma frequency f
1979).

(Scarf et al.,

In the dense plasma of the Io torus f moves up into the higher

frequency range of the Voyager Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA)
experiment.

Inside -10 Rj Jupiter's magnetic field is strong enough that

the electron gyro frequency (f0 ) also enters the PRA range.

In the Io

plasma torus the PRA experiment observed a series of emissions which have
been identified as locally generated electrostatic waves.
to be

These appear

closely related to waves observed in the Earth's magnetosphere

(Warwick et al., 1979; Birmingham et al., 1981).

They are termed

"gyro-harmonic" emissions because they are narrow banded and occur
between harmonics of the local gyrofrequency.

Strong emission also

occured at the local upper hybrid resonance frequency (fuhr).

The

variation of fuhr and the gyro harmonics as the spacecraft moved through
the torus indicates variations in the local electron density.

Figure 9

shows how the resulting profile of local electron density published by
the PRA experimentors (Birmingham et al., 1981) is in excellent agreement
with the positive charge density determined from plasma measurements on
the inbound leg of the trajectory.

The PRA outbound profile of electron

density shows a similar structure to the inbound profile but with lower
densities because the spacecraft was further away from the center of the
torus.

When the geometry of an offset dipole magnetic field is used the

L-shells of the main features of the inbound and outbound features
coincide as shown in Table 5. The outbound densities also roughly match
those expected from the two-dimensional model constructed from the
inbound plasma data shown in Figure 16.
Finally, the shape of the plasma torus has been studied from the
propagation of the radio signal that was transmitted from the spacecraft
through the torus by the Voyager Radio Science experiment (Levy et al.,
1981).

The phase shift experienced by the coherent radio waves passing

through the torus is directly proportional to the line integral of
electron density along the ray path and proportional to the wavelength.
Therefor measurement of the differential phase shift between the two
telemetry signals (at 13 and 3.6 cm wavelengths) determine the changes in
the column density of electrons between the spacecraft and the Deep Space
Network receivers on Earth.

The measured variation in integrated

electron density due to changes in the spacecraft's location were

compared by Levy et al., (1981) with column densities predicted by
various models of the plasma torus from other experiments (Warwick et
al., 1979; Birmingham et al., 1981; and an early model of the torus
density determined from plasma data and published by Bagenal et al.,
There is a reasonable agreement between the measured and

1980).

predicted column densities (which would probably be improved by using the
more recent plasma model shown in Figure 16) but there are fairly large
uncertainties in the Radio Science measurements because of uncertainties
in the column density of the Earth's ionosphere that has to be subtracted
from the total line integral to obtain the contribution due to the torus
plasma.
(b) Ground-based photometric observations
The Io torus was first discovered when Kupo et al. (1976) detected
O

0

emission at a pair of spectral lines (C = 6731 A and 6716 A) at the red
end of the spectrum.

These lines correspond to first two excited levels

of S ions and are "forbidden" because the ions can only be excited by
electron collisions.

The radiative relaxation times for these excited

states are T6731 = 10 minutes and T6716
is released from each transition.

=

33 minutes.

Just less than 2eV

In the limit of low electron density

the intensity of the two lines will have a fixed ratio of J6716J6731 ~
1.5.

However in the limit of high electron density, de-excitation by

collision (without radiation) becomes more important so that the line
with the shorter relaxation time becomes stronger and J6 716 /

6 73 1

~ 0.4.

Conveniently, the torus plasma density is in the middle of the range
where the line intensity ratio is a sensitive indicator of local electron
density.

The application of these techniques which are traditionally

applied to emisssion from remote nebulae was first carried out by Brown

(1976)

who deduced N

3200+3100 cme-1,600

ratio observed by Kupo et al.

3

and T
e

2 +6. eV from the line
-1.5

(1976).

The third and fourth excitation levels of S+ produce a pair of
forbidden lines in the blue region of the spectrum at (x = 4069 A and
4076 A) which have been observed by Morgan and Pilcher (1981).

These

emission lines correspond to energies just over 3 eV and have much
shorter life times, 3 and 8 seconds respectively.
Because of the much shorter life times, the intensity ratio
J(4069A)/J(4076A) is much less sensitive to the density of electrons
unless the density is much larger than that observed in the lo.torus.
However, in the low density limit, the intensity ration of either blue
lTine to either red line is sensitive primarily to the average energy of
the electrons and hence may be used to estimate electron temperature.
These two pairs of spectral lines have been studied at a variety of
observatories (Brown,

1978; Trafton, 1980; Trauger et al., 1980; Morgan

and Pilcher, 1981; Oliverson et al., 1980).

The electron density

estimates vary from 1000 to 4000 cm-3 with large intensity variations
occuring on time scales of a few hours upwards.

Such densities are a

little larger than the in situ plasma measurements as illustrated in
Figure 17, which shows the equatorial positive charge density had values
-3

of ~800 to -3000 cm-3 in the torus during the Voyager 1 encounter.
Various estimates of the electron temperature from the S+ emission
generally agree with Brown's value of ~2 eV (Trauger et al., 1980;
Trafton, 1980) though larger values are indicated at larger radial
distances (Pilcher, 1980).

These results suggest most of the S+ emission

comes from a region inside the steep drop in ion temperature at ~5.7 R
which separates the inner cold torus from the outer warm torus (Figure

10).

It

is generally agreed that the emission is consistent with a torus

of S+ ions near the orbit of Io tilted away fromn the rotation equator
towards the magnetic equator, though the spatial resolution is too poor
to distinguish the
equators.

<

3o difference between the centrifigual and magnetic

There have been some claims that the emission intensity

systematically varies with magnetic longitude (Trafton, 1980; Pilcher and
Morgan, 1980; Trauger et al., 1980) but the evidence is not strong.
Four weeks after the Voyager 1 encounter Pilcher (1980) obtained
images of the S+ emission near Io. Figure 21 shows a map of the emitting
region with contours corresponding to values of equal intensity.

The

observed intensities are integrals of emission along a line of sight
through the torus.

Therefore, for comparison, a map of column density

has been constructed from the two-dimensional density distribution shown
in Figure 16 and using the geometry of an azimuthally symmetric torus.
Of course the probability of emission must also be folded into the
calculations before the two measurements can be compared directly, but
Figure 21 shows how the general structure appears to be the same.
Integrating along a line through a torus moves the maxima radially inward
so the maxima of equatorial column density are at ~5.5 R and ~5 R
(while the local density peaks at -6 and 5.5 Rj).

These maxima of column

density are also the regions of peak emission intensity.

In the warm

torus the column density of S+ ions shown here has probably been
overestimated because in this case no account has been taken of the
non-Maxwellian components to the spectrum and no effects of spacecraft
charging have been included.

Therefore the large column densitites

outside 6 R do not imply a real disagreement with the ground-based
observations.
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Comparison of the observed S+ emission a
= 6731 A
(Pilcher, 198.0) with column density of S ions calculated
from the in situ plasma measurements.
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Imaging techniques have been improving rapidly over the past year or
so and some preliminary pictures taken by Oliverson et al.

(1980)

suggest

that long term monitoring of the Io torus with good spatial and temporal
resolution can soon be carried out relatively easily from the ground.
In addition to the emission lines of S+ several forbidden lines of
other ions have also been observed from the ground.

These include the

first two "forbidden" lines of 0+ near ultraviolet wavelength of 3726 and
0

3729 A which have been observed by Pilcher and Morgan (1979).

Morgan and

Pilcher (1981) note that more recent observations indicate that the 0
torus is thicker than the S+ torus which is conistent with the 0 ions
having a larger effective scale height due to their lower mass (see
Emissions from S2+ ions have been observed at various

Appendix III).

0

wavelengths:

9532 A in the infrared (Trauger et al., 1979; Oliversen et
0

al., 1980); a red line at 6321 A (Brown, 1980) and at a near ultraviolet
0

line 3722 A (Morgan and Pilcher, 1981).

The temperature of the ions that

have been deduced from the S2+ emissions vary from 26 eV (Trauger et al.,
1979) to as much as ~80 eV (Brown 1980).

These higher temperatures are

consistent with most of the emission coming from outside Io's orbit in
the warm torus.

The in situ plasma observations suggest the S2+ ions

have a temperature of ~30-60 eV and are confined to the warm torus.
Finally, two ground based optical observations have been made
recently which bear directly on the nature of the source mechanisms for
the torus ions.

Firstly Brown (1980) reported the detection of emission

from neutral oxygen atoms in the vicinity of To's orbit.

The

observations suggest a tenuous cloud of -30 atoms cm-3 in the warm torus
and an electron temperature of -4-5 eV. The intensity of emission
a source rate of 1028 oxygen atoms s- 1. Secondly, Brown and Ip
implies implies
a source rate of -10
oxygen atoms s . Secondly, Brown and Ip

(1981)

looked at the S+ emission from a region outside lo's orbit and

found that when the two red S lines are superposed the width of the main
spectral peak corresponds to a thermal doppler spread for ions at a
temperature of -18 eV while there is an underlying broad peak,
due to S+ ions at much higher energies.

presumably

The temperature of 18 eV is

compatable with ion temperatures measured by the plasma instrument at ~6
Rj.

The S

ions at higher energies that are observed by Brown and Ip may

be responsible for the high energy tail in the energy per charge spectra
obtained by the plasma instrument in this region.

Brown and Ip (1981)

fitted the broad underlying peak with a Maxwellian function for ions with
a temperature of 540 eV which is the corotational energy of S+ ions at 6
Rj and correspondingly the gyro-energy of freshly ionised ions.

They

found that the wings of the spectral feature could be fitted with the hot
(540 eV) component containing up to one third of the total S+ density.
These two recent observations support the idea that ions are produced
from a diffuse source (i.e. a neutral cloud) rather than in a very
localized region near lo, and that the new ions pick up large gyro
energies which have to be partly dissipated as radiation to produce the
observed low plasma temperatures.

(c) Ultraviolet observations from Voyager and IUE spacecraft
The Earth's atmosphere absorbs most of the ultraviolet light at
0

wavelengths less than ~3000 A so it is necessary to mount a spectrometer
on a spacecraft to measure extraterrestial emission at shorter
wavelengths.

The Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) experiment
0

0

spanned a wavelength range of 500 to 1700 A with a resolution of ~30 A
(Broadfoot et al.,

1979).

The Earth-orbiting International Ultraviolet

Explorer (IUE)

a

carries a spectrometer spanning 1175 to 1950 A wavelengths

with a resolution of -11 A (Moos and Clarke, 1981).

The UVS spectrometer

loses sensitivity at the longer w4avelengths so that in fact there is
little overlap between the two experiments.

The wavelengths between 500

0

and 1950 A correspond to electron transitions in the energy range -6 to
25 eV and therefore the instrument is very appropriate for detecting
emission lines associated with the excitation of the first few allowed
levels of sulphur and oxygen ions.

There are a total

transitions for the five ionization states, S
ions in this energy range.

,

of 21 allowed

S2 + , S3 + , 0

,

and 02+

Only four of these lines are in the IUE

range.
The 6 to 25 eV energy range also includes the thermal energy of the
cold component of the electron population in the warm part of the Io
torus.

Scudder et al., (1981)

report electron temperatures of 5 to 26 eV

for the cold compoment of the plasma measured at 5.5 - 8.9 Rj by the
Voyager plasma experiment.

Correspondingly the ultraviolet emission

appears to come from a toroidal region of internal radius -1 R centered
just outside the orbit of Io (Broadfoot et al., 1979).
To deduce the properties of the emitting plasma from the intensity
of the emission lines it is not only necessary to know all the
appropriate rate coefficients for the atomic transitions but also to
consider the time scales of the emission processes compared with the
characteristic lifetime of the ions in the torus. The allowed excited
states of oxygen and sulphur ions are very short-lived with
characteristic lifetimes against radiative de-excitation on the order of
nanoseconds (Shemansky and Smith, 1981).

Each of the ionization states

of sulphur and oxygen may be assumed therefore to be in radiative
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equilibrium.

However the timescale for ionization equilibrium between

the different ionization states is months which is probably longer than
This means that

the timescales for diffusion in the torus (10-100 days).

the relative abundances of the different ionization states (such as
n(S ); n(S2+); n(S3+)) will not necessarily be as predicted by ionization
equilibrium.
A sample spectrum from the Voyager UVS experiment is shown in
Figure 22. Full descriptions of the UVS spectra are given by Broadfoot et
al.

(1979) and Sandel et al. (1979).
0

There are two main spectral

0

features (at ~685 A and 833 A) and several smaller peaks at higher
wavelengths.

The lack of resolution causes considerable difficulty in

interpreting the spectrum because for each peak there are several
0

possible emission lines.

For example, the 685 A feature coincides with

with a contribution from
2+ multiplet transition lines
2++an
It is flanked by multiplets of S2 + and S3 + . The 833 A

three overlapping
an 02+ line.

feature spans nearly-coincident multiplets of 0+ and 02+ which makes it
hard to determine the contribution of the two ionization states of
oxygen.

At longer wavelengths there are multiplets of S2+

S3 + and S+ .

When analyzing this spectrum it was first assumed that the plasma was in
collisional ionization equilibrium (Broodfoot et al., 1979; Shemansky
1979).

The resulting ionic composition is given in Table 7. To increase

the abundance of ions at higher ionization states that were not
originally accounted for under ionization equilibrium, Strobel and Davis
(1980) included a fraction of hot (~100 eV) electrons.

Alternatively,

Shemansky and Smith (1981) did not assume ionization equilibrium but took
2+ emission (Table 7).
A feature to be largely due to 02+
the 833 0
Of the four emission lines in the IUE wavelength range there are two
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Figure 22.

The ultraviolet emission spectrum measure by the Voyager
Ultraviolet Spectrometer when the spacecraft was ~70 R from
Jupiter (from Pilcher and Strobel, 1981). Multiplets bf
identified species are indicated.

Table 7
Warm Torus Composition Determined By Different Experiments

Voyager
Plasma
Experiment

115

(45)

83

(36)

632

(13)

490

(30)

QS/C = -15 volts

160

(18)

196

(16)

467

(11)

382

(18)

= -30 volts

350

(60)

208

(71)

263

(44)

336

(18)

4S/C = -15 volts

126

(82)

208

(79)

373

(21)

313

(40)

Shemansky (1'980)

190

740

80

Strobel and
Davis (1980)

110

(60)

160

(30)

500

(100)

300

+200
-80

<300

Shemansky and
Smith (1981)

336

(60)

216

(50)

160

(30)

49

(20)

44

+-

300

(fixed)

(1981)
Moos and
Clarke (1981)

Simultaneous fit to three
main sensor spectra at
0859 UT (5.93 Rj), under
assumptions of
1.) corotaticn and
2.) common temperature
for all ionic species
Analysis of Voyager Ultra-

25

<46

violet Science spectrometer
measurement at 67 Rj from
Juoiter ,whenaperture slit
centered at the brightest
part of the torus (-5.9 Rj)

(22)
Combines both UVS and IUE
observations

Brown, Pilcher
and Strobel

IUE

Comme rts

0 volts

S/C =

=/C

UVS

S+

0+

S2+

S3+

02+

300

110

110

160 - 320

140

International Ultraviolet
Explorer spectral measurement from Earth orbit
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strong lines of S+ and S3+ as well as weak emission lines of 02+ and S3 +
Because of the better resolution of the IUE spectrometer and also because
of the long exposure times which could be used for IUE, it is possible to
put good upper limits on these weak emissions (See Table 7) as well as
for lines of many other ionic species (Moos and Clarke, 1981).
Rather than assume the 833 A feature was largely due to 02+, Brown
et al.

(1981)

compared the two sets of observations to see if

it

is

possible to pin down the relative densities of the two oxygen ions.

They

calculated the expected ratios of emission intensity for two different
lines of each ion for five electron temperatures between 3 and 9 eV.
(The ratios were J(539 A)/J(834 A) for 0 and J(1664A)/J(835A) for 02+).
Upper limits on the intensity of emission from the 539A line (from the
UVS experiment) and the 1664 line (from IUE) were then used to put upper
0

0

limits on the emission of each of the 834 A and 835 A lines as a function
of electron temperature.

The total emission in the 833 A feature was

then used to constrain the electron temperature to .6 eV and the
densities of 0 and 02+ at ~300 and .110 cmcomparisons led Brown et al. (1981)

respectively.

Similar

to conclude that the large

intensities measured by IUE at the S 1256A line are incompatable with
the UVS observations unless the S+ emission actually comes from a colder
region than the warm torus, closer to the cold region inside lo's orbit.
This could quite possibly be so considering the size of the aperture and
pointing accuracies of the IUE experiment.
Included in Table 7 are the fits to the plasma spectrum at 0859 UT
(5.93 Rj).

When comparing the in situ measurements with the remote

observations it is important to realize that thie densitites have been
derived from emission intensities assuming a homogeneous torus 2 Rj thick
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while the plasma measurements, were made near the equator.

As a result

the measured plasma values should be on the order of ~20% higher than
those deduced from remote observations.

However the UVS experimenters

assumed a uniform total charge density of -2000 cm- 3 which is probably on
the order of ~20% larger than suggested by the plasma data (as shown in
Figure 16) for a 2 R thick torus.

Therefore given the uncertainties in

each set of measurements, the densities can be directly compared.
The plasma data in the warm torus were originally analysed under the
assumption that the A/Z = 16 peak was due to S2+ rather than 0+ ions
under the misunderstanding that 0+ emission lines were absent in the UVS
spectra (Broadfoot et al., 1979).

The result was that even with a large

spacecraft charge the plasma fits suggested much more S2+ and less 02+
than the early fits to the UVS data.
with a constant 0+ density of 300 cm

When the plasma data are fitted
3

and a spacecraft charge of -15

volts the resulting composition is quite compatable with the UVS fits of
Strobel and Davis (1980) and the estimates of Brown et al. (1981).
only inconsistency occurs with the S+ density.

The

However the S+ density

has probably been overestimated in the warm torus (perhaps by as much as
an order of magnitude) in the analysis of the plasma measurements because
the high energy end of the spectrum near A/Z*=32 contains contributions
from freshly ionized matter with a non-Maxwellian (maybe "tin-can")
distribution.

There are probably also effects due to the presence of

heavier ions (SO+ , S02+ , etc.) as well as the response of the instrument
at higher energies, which have not been fully included as yet.
In summary, the in situ plasma measurements and the remote
ultraviolet observations of the warm region of the torus are found to be
quite compatible though there remain considerable uncertainties in each
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of the measurements due to the poor resolution of both instruments and
many assumptions that consequently must be made in the analysis of both
data sets.

Chapter 5
The role of Io in the Jovian magnetosphere

The Voyager 1 plasma instrument made the first direct measurements
of the plasma in the inner magnetosphere.

Many theories of the

magnetospheric processes were developed befor Voyager 1 reached Jupiter
and the theorists have since been eithusiastic in using the data to test
and expand these theories.

For example composition and rate of renewal

of the torus plasma are needed to constrain the mechanisms for removing
Similarly, it

material from lo.

is necessary .to know the spatial

distribution of plasma around Io in order to model the interaction of the
satellite with the magnetospheric plasma.

This chapter discusses some of

the theories that have been proposed and how the Voyager plasma data
presented above can be used by various investigators to study the role of
Io in the inner magnetosphere.

(a) Plasma source
The detection of an SO2 atmosphere by Pearl et al. (1979) and

SO2

frost on the surface of Io (Fanale et al., 1979; Smythe et al., 1979)
make SO2 an obvious source material for the plasma torus.

The

characteristics of the dissociation and ionisation processes for SO2 are
not well known.

However, Shemansky (1980) and Kumar (1980) suggest they

probably involve 02 and SO molecules and their ions, especially on the
nightside of Io where 02 may dominate the atmosphere (Kumar and Hunten,
1980).

The existance of intermediate dissociation products as well as

the fact that oxygen is less readily ionized than sulphur may explain why
more sulphur was observed in the torus than expected from the full
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dissociation and ionisation of S02'
It has been noted by Cheng (1980) and Brown et al. (1981) that
charge exchange reactions should be included when considering the
relative abundances of sulphur and oxygen in the torus.

If a charge

exchange reaction occurs between a corotating ion and a slowly orbitting
neutral atom, the ion becomes a fast neutral atom retaining its original
corotational speed which is far greater than necessary to escape the
Jupiter system.

The originally slow neutral atom is accelerated on

ionisation up to corotation and picks up a gyro-speed of roughly the
local corotational value (see Chapter 1(d)).

The total number of ions

remains constant in charge exchange processes but the new ion picks up a
larger gyro-energy than the old ion and the neutral atom is lost from the
system.

Brown et al. (1981) calculated that-for typical ion energies and
-3
a neutral atom density of 100 cm , the reaction times for neutral
sulphur atoms exchanging charge with S+ or 0+ ions are 55 and 71 hours
respectively.

Being smaller, oxygen atoms are less likely to undergo a

charge exchange reaction.

This means that oxygen ions are preferentially

lost from the system (as fast as neutrals).
On the other hand, there is probably a significant amount of
elemental suphur on the surface of Io (Masursky et al., 1979).

There

must be some mechanism such as sputtering for removing from Io material
which is not a major constituent of the atmosphere because neutral sodium
has been observed in the vicinity of Io for many years and sodium ions
have been detected in the magnetosphere (Krimigis et al., 1979; Vogt et
al., 1979; Sullivan and Bagenal 1979).

Therefore, additional sulphur may

be supplied to the torus by a similar process.
The rate at which plasma is injected into the torus has been
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estimated by various means to be on the order of 1 tonne per second
(specifically, ~6xO
ions per second).

29

atomic mass units per second or

2x10 2 8 sulphur

Hill (1979) predicted that injecting plasma into the

magnetosphere will cause the plasma to lag behind strict corotation
because of the finite conductivity of the Jovian ionosphere.

He then

used the observed deviation in plasma flow from corotation (McNutt et
al., 1979) to obtain a miass-ioading rate (Hill, 1980).
(1979)

Richardson et al.

found the source rate that would produce the observed radial

distribution of plasma (discusssed in section (b), below) under
time-dependent radial diffusion.

Another way of estimating the source

13 watts in
rate is to balance the power dissipated in the torus (1-3xi013
11
the aurora and 6x1011 watts as ultraviolet emission from the torus,
according to Broadfoot et al., 1981) with the maximum energy that would
be available from the cyclotron motion of freshly ionised material
(Dessler, 1980; Eviatar and Siscoe, 1980).
Although the source rate is generally agreed to be within an order
of magnitude of 1 tonne per second, there is controversy remaining over
where the material is actually ionised.

There are two main

possibilities: the plasma comes from the ionisation of (i) a diffuse
cloud of neutral gases which is spread over a large portion of Io's
orbit; (ii) the atmosphere of Io during the complex interaction of
magnetospheric

plasma and the satellite.

The "diffuse" source mechanism

(which produces "hot" ions) requires a small source rate (i.e. lower
limit of the estimate) and longer average residence time for particles in
the torus (i.e. 50 - 100 days) while the "local" source mechanism (which
produces "cool" ions) requires a large source rate (i.e. upper limit of
estimate) and short residence time (.10 days).
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The evidence in favour of a diffuse source is:
(i)

Brown (1980)

has reported the observation of a spectral line of

neutral oxygen atoms in the vicinity of Io.
(ii) Longer residence times would provide greater opportunity for the
ions to be ionised to the higher ionisation states that are observed
(though would not imply ionisation equilibrium).
(iii)

There may be evidence that a fraction of the S ion population has

energy well above the average thermal energy from (a) the high energy
tail of the energy per charge spectra and (b) the underlying broad peak
in the S+ emission spectrum, reported by Brown and Ip (1981).
The problems with the diffuse source are:
(i) The source rate would be a little too small to explain the observed
deviations from corotation in the middle magnetosphere.
(ii) How can the energy be transferred from the energetic new ions to
the electrons (and hence into radiation) when coulomb colisions are very
infrequent and inefficient?
The argument in favour of a local source is that the mechanism
produces ions of about the observed thermal energies.
The problems with the local source are:
(i) The mechanism requires an intense localised source which would
produce an enhancement of ultraviolet emission in the vicinity of Io far
larger than the upper limits imposed by the Voyager Ultraviolet
Spectrometer measurements (Broadfoot et al., 1979).
(ii) As each new ion starts out with less energy per ion, there may not
be enough energy available to fuel the total observed ultraviolet
emission.
(iii)

How do the ions become ionised to higher ionisation states in the
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shorter residence time?

There is no doubt that both ionisation processes must be taking
place, but is not clear which is of over-riding importance.
Finally, the ionosphere of Jupiter and, probably to a lesser extent,
the solar wind must also contribute plasma to the magnetosphere.

Protons

are observed in the middle magnetosphere and they may well dominate the
plasma composition away from the equatorial regions to which the heavier
ions from Io are strongly confined. (McNutt et al.,1981)

(b) Diffusion of plasma in the inner magnetosphere
The ions produced at Io are found dispersed throughout the inner
magnetosphere.

The spread of ions in the azimuthal direction is a result

of corotation enforced on ions coming from a non-corotating source.

The

spread in latitude is controlled by the field-aligned component of the
centrifugal force.
Dispersion of plasma away from L-shells of the source region
requires cross-L diffusion.

The time scale for diffusion is much longer

than the time scales for dispersion in azimuth (i.e., the rotation
period) or latitude (i.e., the 'bounce' period).

Therefore it is

generally assumed that there is axial symmetry and that diffusion in only
one dimension need be considered (FIthammer, 1966).

For dipole geometry

the equation for the conservation of ions is then

S

R

(5.')
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where N is the total number of particles in a magnetic L-shell per unit
L; DLL is the diffusion coefficient; S and R are the appropriate source
and loss terms.

The main loss rmechanism is recombination but the

time scales for recombination are large even in the densest part of the
torus so R may be neglected.

The source is fairly well confined to the

L-shells near Io's orbit but probably varies with time.

The diffusion

coefficient DLL depends on the actual diffusion mechanism and probably
varies with L.
The quantity NL2 has been calculated at M.I.T.

from plasma data

obtained during the inbound pass of Voyager 1 using the relation derived
by Siscoe (1977).

NfL2Z27~Htr~(5.2)

under the assumption that the ions are distributed along a field line
exponentially with a scale height H and an equatorial density no (see
Appendix III).

This rather crude approximation is probably sufficient at

present and considerably simplifies the calculations.
radial profile of NL2 is shown in Figure 23.

The resulting

Siscoe and co-workers at

UCLA have fitted this profile with several different diffusion models to
determine the ion source strength S and the nature of diffusion in the
inner magnetosphere at the time of the Voyager encounter.

(Richardson et

al., 1980; Richardson and Siscoe, 1981; Siscoe and Summers, 1981).
The radial profile of equatorial charge density in Figure 17 shows
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two maxima, one at -5.3 Rj and another near the orbit of Io at 5.9 Rj.
However the single maximum in the NL2 profile implies a single source
region near Io.

This confirms that the local charge density maximum at

5.3 R results from the confinement of the cold plasma to the equatorial
plane rather than from the presence of an additional source of plasma.
Differences in steepness of slope in the NL2 profile suggest
that different diffusion mechanisms (wvith corresponding charges in DLL)
are operating in different regions.

Inside ~6 R, the gradient is much

steeper than outside so that DLL must be correspondingly smaller for
inward diffusion.
The mechanism for cross-L diffusion in the inner magnetospheres of
both Earth and Jupiter has traditionally been thought of in terms of the
interchange of adjacent flux tubes as a result of fluctuations in the
magnetospheric circulation.

At the Earth the source of these

fluctuations is thought to be atmospheric turbulence which perturbs the
atmosphere/ionosphere coupling.

This has the result of making stochastic

changes in the third adiabatic invarient of azimuthally drifting
particles and consequently radial diffusion of their guiding centers.

In

the case of atmospherically driven flux tube interchange the diffusion
coefficient has the form

DLL = k Lm

(5.3)

where k is a constant and m < 3. From the Pioneer measurements of the
radial distribution of energetic particles outside L , 6 in the Jovian
9+
inner magnetosphere Goertz and Thompson (1979) estimated k to be 2x10 1

and m

=

2.5% s~

However the diffusion coefficient for energetic particles

may not be applicable to low energy plasma.
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Richardson et al. (1980) fitted the NL2 profile near Io using a
diffusion coefficient of the form DLL
LL

3
k L and found that

k(out) ~ 50
k(in)

The fit is shown in Figure 24.

(5.4)

Richardson et al. (1980) included time

dependence in the fit procedure using a step function for the time
dependence of the source.

Inserting values of 2x10 9 +I for kin = 2x10 9 ±1

the source was turned on between 1 and 100 days before Voyager reached
Jupiter.
However the sharp change in DLL at the L-shells of the source raises
doubts about the diffusion being driven by a remote process such as
turbulence in the atmosphere of Jupiter and instead implies a local
driving mechanism.

With the strong centrifugal force due to Jupiter's

rapid rotation any outward motion of plasma releases potential energy.
This means that when the flux tube content decreases with distance
potential energy is released in interchange of two adjacent flux tubes.
However if the gradient of flux tube content is positive energy is
required to interchange flux tubes.

Siscoe and Summers (1981) have

developed a theory of centrifugally driven flux.tube interchange
diffusion where the diffusion coefficient becomes

DLL = -k L4+p d(NL 2)
dL

(5.5)
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Three

solutions of the time-dependent diffusion enuation are shown.
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tried.
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Richardson and Siscoe (1981) fitted an extended NL2 profile with both
linear (eqn 5.3) and non-linear (eqn 5.5) diffusion models and found
fairly similar solutions as shown in Figure 25.

The fit parameters were

found to be insensitive to boundary conditions at the near and distant
magnetosphere but some form of time-dependence was suggested in either
case.
Although the fits shown in Figure 25 are quite reasonable given the
uncertainty in the determination of NL2 , there appears to be a step in
the profile between -7 and 8 Rj. As this region is outside the source
and the gradient of NL2 is still negative, centrifugally driven diffusion
would imply a continuous value for DLL.

The feature is not close to any

satellites which might produce or remove plasma so there must be another
factor which decreases the diffusion coeficient.

It has been pointed out

by Siscoe et al. (1981) that this region of inhibited radial diffusion
coincides with the outer boundary of the torus as well as the inner edge
of the Jovian ring current.

The ring current at Jupiter, as at Earth, is

a population of energetic particles that has diffused inwards from the
outer magnetosphere.

Their number density is low compared with that of

the low energy plasma but they contribute the major part of the total
energy density in the region of the ring current .

As the volume of

magnetic flux tubes decreases, the local density of energetic particles
generally increases as they diffuse inwards.

These energetic particles

are removed by being swept up by satellites or scattered in pitch-angle
so that they precipitate into the ionosphere of Jupiter.
The Voyager Low Energy Charged Particle experiment observed a rapid
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drop in the fluxes of 0.5 to 1.05 MeV particles inside 7 R on the
inbound leg (Krimigis et al., 1979).

Conversely, on the outbound leg the

fluxes increased by the same two orders of magnitude between 7 and 8 R3 .
There.are m, nearby satellites to sweep up the particles which implies
they must be scattered into the ionosphere.

In fact the L-shells near

L=7 map onto the latitudes on Jupiter w,,here considerable auroral activity
has been observed by the Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer (Broadfoot et

al., 1979).

Thus the inwardly diffusing energetic particles appear to be

scattered by the dense low energy plasma that they encounter at the outer
edge of the torus, so that their pitch-angles are increased and the
particles precipitate into the upper atmosphere where they trigger the
aurora.

Near the outer boundary of the torus the PWS experiment observed

considerable low-frequency emission (Scarf et al., 1979).

Several types

of emission have been identified as similar to electrostatic plasma waves
observed in the auroral regions of the Earth's magnetosphere.

They are

generally associated with precipitation of non-thermal (energetic)
electrons and ions into the ionosphere (Scarf et al., 1981).
To consider what happens to the low energy plasma at the outer edge
of the torus it is necessary to include the effects of the energetic
particle population on flux tube interchange motion.

Siscoe et al.

(1981) calculated the gain in internal energy of the low energy plasma
when a flux tube is interchanged and compared it with the energy required
to compress the ring current particles from the outer flux tube into the
inner flux tube of smaller volume.

The calculations showed that the

compression of the ring particles requires more energy than is available
from the low energy plasma so that flux tube interchange is inhibited.
This means that the plasma is confined at the outer boudary of the torus
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by the ring current.

The "weight" of the whole torus under centrifugal

7 00

"pseudo-gravity" is

IX

-,.

while the termal pressure of just the 0.5 MeV particles measured by
Krimigis et al.

(1979)

is

10- 8 N m- 2 (Siscoe et al., 1981).

I

at least 2 x

The probable existence of a

considerable population with energies between the 6 keV threshold of the
plasma experiment and 0.5 MeV would easily increase this estimate of the
confining pressure sufficiently to withstand the "weight" of the torus.
Figure 26 shows the inner magnetosphere can be divided into four
regions according to the four different diffusion regimes that are
summarized in Table 8. Over 90% of the plasma produced near lo's orbit
rapidly diffuses outwards because of the instability of flux tube
interchange under a strong centrifugal force.

Outward diffusion is

inhibited between ~7 - 8 R where the inwardly diffusing energetic ring
particle population meets the outwardly diffusing torus plasma so that
the diffusion coefficient in the interaction region decreases by a factor
of .6. Because of the sharp radial gradient in energetic particle
density the confining pressure of the ring current decreases outside

8

Rj, the radial diffusion coefficient in the middle magnetosphere reverts
to a value similar to that in the warm torus.

Diffusion inward of the

source proceeds very slowly because of the difficulty in pushing the
heavy ions up the steep gradient of the centrifugal potential.

Therefore

the plasma in the inner region of the torus is cold because it has had
plenty of time to emit radiation and cool.
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Figure 26.
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Fit to the rdial profile of NL2 by Siscoe et al. (1981). The
region has been divided into four diffusion regimes where the
diffusion coefficient has different L-dependence. The
resulting parameters are given in Table 8.
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Table _ 8 - _UI
Diffusion
_I~_I~~Parameters

Inner Torus
I_

Warm __Torus

Outer
Boundary
_

Radial Range (RJ)

5.8

5,8-7.1

7.1-8.0

DLL

kL3

U4.5

U1

(From Siscoe et al.,

1981)

kL

DL(out)
DL L( i n)

~16 - 20 at Io

Source

1
S ~ 5 x 1028 +

Timescale

T

Inward Flux
Total Flux

~18 x 10+1

ions S-1
days

~0.08 - 0.12

(From Richardson and Siscoe, 1981)

2

Disk
Plasma
_
8.0
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(c)

Interaction of Io with the Jovian Magnetosphere

(i) Theoretical background
Bigg's observation in 1964 that Io modulates the intensity of radio
waves emitted from the vicinity of Jupiter provoked many early models of
the satellite's interaction with the magnetosphere.

(Piddington and

Drake, 1968; Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, 1969; Gurnett, 1972; Goertz and
Deift, 1973).

These theoretical studies were carried out before any

spacecraft had made direct measurements of the magnetic field or plasma
in Jupiter's magnetosphere.

They examined how lo's motion in the

planetary magnetic field caused the satellite to act as a unipolar
generator and investigated the possibility that large field-aligned
electric currents connect the satellite to the planet.
(1973)

Goertz and Deift

proposed that Alfvn (transverse) mode M.H.D. waves would be

generated by Io and propagate along the field, carrying the field-aligned
currents towards Jupiter.

The description of a large conducting body

generating Alfvn waves as it moved through a planetary magnetic field
was first put forward by Drell et al. who was considering the affects of
large artificial Earth-orbiting satellites moving in the Earth's magnetic
field.

Goertz and Deift (1973)

applied the theory to Io but were

hampered by the fact that very little was known about the conductivity of
Io and the properties of the surrounding plasma.

Since Voyager l's

passage through the inner magnetosphere, both Neubauer (1980) and Goertz
(1980) have extended the theory and inserted the observed plasma
properties.
The emerging picture of lo's interaction with the magnetospheric
plasma is illustrated in Figure 27.

The currents flowing in the vicinity
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Figure 27.

Perturbations of the magnetic field by lo (After Naubauer,
1980). The sketch is in a plane parallel to the magnetic
dipole axis, looking towards Jupiter (the radial direction is
out of the plane).
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of Io are probably quite complex because not only is the conductivity of
the satellite's interior proabably non-uniform but there are many other
complicating factors involved with the interaction of the magnetospheric
plasma with lo's atmospher and ionosphere (Cloutier et al., 1978;
Neubauer, 1980; Goertz, 1980). Complications due to the possibility that
Io might have an intrinsic magnetic field and its own magnetosphere have
also been considered (Kivelson et al., 1980; Southwood et al.,

1981).

The ambient electric field in lo's rest frame is due to its motion with
respect to the planetary magnetic field and is about O.Vm-I
the radial direction.

in roughly

Therefore whatever the internal current

configuration may be the voltage drop across the satellite is transmitted
along the magnetic field by field-aligned currents emanating from lo's
inner and outer faces.
In the rest frame of the ambient plasma (the corotating frame) the
field-aligned currents are carried by Alfvn waves along the magnetic
field. In lo's rest frame, the currents are carried downstream by the
corotating plasma in addition to moving along the field.

The result is a

pair of standing convected Alfvn waves, which were described by Drell et
al. (1965) as Alfven wings, dragged back from Io at the Alfvenic Mach
angle eA where

tan OA = MA

MA is the Alfvnic Mach number. i.e., the ratio of the plasma flow speed
V to the Alfvn wave speed VA.
The local Alfv6n speed VA is given by

v/
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where B is the local magnetic field strength and p the mass density of
It was originally thought that the magnetospheric plasma was

the plasma.

sufficiently tenuous that an Alfvn wave could travel to Jupiter, be
reflected by the conductive ionosphere and return to Io before the 66
seconds Io takes to move the distance of its diameter along its orbit in
the corotating frame.

If that wIere so then the current circuit would be

closed in Jupiter's ionosphere.

However, with the discovery of the

plasma torus the local Alfvn speed is found to be
the wave has barely traveled 0.25 R

in 66 secs.

250 km s - l

so that

This means the Alfvn

wings emanating from Io may be regarded as open circuit transmission
lines (Drell et al., 1965; Neubauer, 1980) where the characteristic
impedance is

0VA

.

In a fully non-linear analytical study of the

standing Alfvn wave system at lo, Neubauer (1980) has derived a more
accurate expression for the Alfvn conductance (inverse impedance)
the following approximation is good to 10% unless MA > 0.4.

VA

-3

The conductance of an Alfv6n wave relates the local electric field to the
currents carried along the magnetic field.

In the transmission line

analogy

where IA is the field-aligned current andl6
the wings.

the potential drop across

Unless Io becomes charged up the currents carried away from

Io in the wings must match the currents induced in (or near) the

satellite

iiTjO
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where Z10 is the effective conductance of Io and the voltage drop across
the satellite has been reduced from the corotational value, ccoby the
Alfvn wave. The nature of lo's interaction with the magnetospheric
plasma is best characterized by the ratio

In the extreme case that Io is a very good conductor and the plasma
tenuous, then

>>

A

and this ratio approaches unity.

If Ae ~ co'

then the corotational electric field is almost screened out by the Alfvn
wave so the plasma flow comes to a halt in the wings, making the flux
tubes appear "frozen" to Io. In the opposite extreme, where Io is a poor
conductor and the plasma is dense (A
plasma flow is only slightly perturbed.

A)

then

ac < ccoand the

The magnetic field easily

diffuses through the satellite which then just acts as an obstacle in the
magnetospheric flow and sweeps up the corotating particles.

Of course,

the realistic situation lies somewhere between these two extremes so that
the corotational electric field is reduced because of the ohmic currents
in (or near) Io which dissipate some of the plasma's kinetic energy as
Joule heating.

On approaching Io, some of the corotating plasma is

absorbed by the satellite while the rest is directed aro.und the sides to
be accelerated downstream of Io back to corotation by the magnetic field.
(ii)

Voyager observations of the interaction
Although there is no way of directly measuring the conductance of

To,

the Voyager plasma and magnetic field measurements have provided

considerable evidence of lo's interaction with the magnetosphere.

When

the Voyager 1 spacecraft passed directly beneath Io the magnetometer
measured a magnetic field perturbation which strongly suggests
field-aligned currents were flowing from Io (Ness et al., 1979; Acuna et
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Figure 28 shows the geometry of the currents that would

al., 1981).

produce magnetic perturbations consistent with the data.

The Alfvnic

Mach angle subtended by the Alfv6n wings with respect to the background
field suggests a Mach number of 0.1 < MA < 0.25

depending on the shape

and size of the currents used in the model (Acufla et al., 1981; Southwood
et al., 1980).
Figure 20 shows shows some of the positive ion spectra obtained by
the plasma experiment on the Voyager 1 outbound leg.
measured at
lo.

The high fluxes

~1510 UT correspond to the passage of the spacecraft beneath

Unfortunately, the plasma detectors were not pointed in directions

favourable for measuring the corotating flow at this time.

The plasma

flowed obliquely into all sensors which means the detector response
function cannot easily be approximated in the analysis of the positive
ion data.

However, for a plasma of given composition, temperature and

bulk speed, the expected fluxes in the different sensors can be
calculated using a lengthy computer simulation of the detector response
(developed by V. M. Vasyliunas, J. W. Belcher and J. D. Sullivan).

The

composition and temperature of the plasma observed near lo's orbit on the
inbound passage were used by Belcher et al. (1981) to simulate the fluxes
into the sensors assuming that the plasma flow was perturbed from
corotation by the Alfvn wings emanating from Io. The flow perturbation
due to an Alfvn wave is directly related to the magnetic field
perturbation

by

-

-

AV

[\,13

where B is the background magnetic field.

Therefore, the observed

magnetic field perturbations could be used to predict the flow
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Figure 28.

Perturbation magnetic field due to the Io current system as
observed by Voyager 1 along its trajectory. Also shown are
the position of the equivalent dipole moment of the current
system and the current density along a circle of Io's radius
(For an Alfvn Mach number of 0.15). The figure is in a
plane roughly parallel to Jupiter's rotational equator,
-20,500 km beneath Io. (From Acuia et al., 1981)
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perturbations.
The result of this procedure is shown in Figure

29.

The predicted

fluxes show at least a qualitative agreement with the data.

In

particular, the fact that the fluxes increase (rather than decrease) is
consistent with an Alfvn wave propagating south.

A southward

propagating wave is to be expected if the wave emanated from lo, 20500 km
above the spacecraft.

The fit

to the plasma data will probably be

improved considerably when the spectral analysis techniques have been
extended to incorporate a more accurate detector response function.

It

may then be possible to show whether the observed changes are due solely
to Alfvnic perturbations in the plasma velocity and require no changes
in ambient densities or temperatures.
Since these measurements confirm then an Alfv6n wave triggered by
lo, the torus model obtained above from the plasma measurements made
during the inbound passage can be used to calculate the propagation of
Tilhe

Alfvn waves through the torus from Io to the ionosphere of Jupiter.

total mass density of the plasma in the warm torus can be determined from
the energy per charge spectra with few assumptions about composition (see
Appendix 1).

Therefore the variatipn in Alfvn speed due to

uncertainties in composition (~12%) is less than the effects of the local
The

magnetic field changing in magnitude along the orbit of Io (~20%).

results of fitting the spectrum made at 0859 UT (L=5.93) are tabulated in
Table 4 and give a range of values for the local Alfv6n speed of
VA < 295.

209 <

The difference between lo's orbital speed and corotation is 57

km s-1 so that the Alfv6nic Mach number near Io is 0.19 < MA < 0.2.
Although this range conflicts with the estimate of 0.15 ± 0.01 for MA
from Acu-a et al. (1981), Southwood et al.

(1981) point out that the
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Figure 29.

Flux density in the A-cup when Voyager 1 passed close to lo.
The theoretical simulation of the flux densities were
calculated using the plasma parameters measured during the
inbound passage of the Io L-shell and the observed magnetic
field perturbation. (From Belcher et al., 1981)
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magnetic field measurements are compatable with 0.1 < MA < 0.25 when
a range of current distributions are allowed.
The propagation characteristics of an Alfven wave generated at Io
have been calculated using the composition and temperature estimates from
the spectrum at 0859 UT (5.93 Rj) which are presented in Chapter 3.

The

local plasma density has been calculated along the field line using the
theory described in Appendix III.

The local magnetic field strength has

been calculated using the 04 model of Acuia and Ness (1976).

The local

Alfv6n speed, Mach number and Mach angle have then been calculated and
plotted in Figure 30 as a function of latitude along the L-shell assuming
Io to be in the center of the torus (System III longitude

x = 1120 or

Because the density scale height -1 R the Alfvn speed increases

2920.

by a factor of 10 in 200 from lo's orbital plane (which is essentially
equal to Jupiter's rotational equator).

At higher latitudes, the

assumptions made to calculate the distribution of plasma along the field
line are no longer valid.

However the asymptotic values of Mach angle e A

and the total travel time are probably quite realistic because very large
proton densities would be required to significantly affect the Alfvn
speed.
As the Alfv6n wave leaves the equator, the Mach angle drops sharply
from a maximum value of ~17' to less than 10 by a latitude of 200.

As

the Alfvn wave moves along the field line towards Jupiter the system III
longitude of Io increases according to the difference between Jupiter's
rotation rate and lo's orbital motion.

This angular separation of the

longitude of Io and the wave front approaches an asymptotic value of
30 .

This means that if the wave is reflected at the ionosphere of

Jupiter, by the time it returns to the orbit of Io the satellite will be
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(a) Variation in electron (Me)and mass (p ) densities as
well as Alfvn speed as a function of latitude for the Io
L-shell when Io is at System III longitude of 1120. (b)
Variation in Alfvn Mach angle ( ) and the distance moved by
lo (in System III) with the latitude of an Alfvn wave front.
The width of the curves corresponds to the range in the
parameters due to uncertainties in the plasma composition.
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60 or 16 Io radii away.
The torus is aligned with the centrifugal equator which is tilted
,7'

to Io's orbital plane.

This means Io's position varies by +1 R from

the center of the torus with System III longitude.

Io is below (above) the torus.

At

III7 = 220 (2020)

Figure 31 shows how the various

propagation characteristics vary with the System III longitude of Io at
the time the Alfvn wave is launched.

When Io is south of the torus at

III ~22' the northwardly propagating wave takes up to -.
600 seconds to
reach the ionosphere because it has to travel right through the torus
while the south bound wave passes through the tenuous plasma below the
torus to the ionosphere in as little as 75 seconds.
asymmetry is reversed at

III ~202o.

The north/south

The azimuthal distance moved by lo

in these times correspondingly varies from 3 to 17 Io radii with System
III longitude.
The non-dipole components to the magnetic field produce a small
difference between the north and south bound legs.

The magnetic field is

stronger in the north so that the northbound wave takes ~7% longer to
reach the ionosphere.

In addition, the longitudinal asymmetry of the

ionosphere may considerably enhance the asymmetry in the propagation
charactersitics.

(d) Io - Modulation of Decametric Radio Bursts
Over .25 years of observing the decametric radio emissions from
Jupiter a wealth of information has been gathered about the
characteristics of the phenomena; see for example, the review by Carr and
Desch (1976).

Considerable effort has been made to interpret these and

provide models of the source mechanism; see the review by Smith (1976).
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parameters due to uncertainties in the plasma composition.
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A particularly puzzling problem was to explain why the probability of an
emission is very greatly enhanced at the System III longitudes of X
140 and 280 and especially when the phase of Io in its orbit is I

=

~900

or ~2400 from superior conjunction.
The Planetary Radio Astornomy (PRA)

experiment on the Voyager

spacecraft has contributed some vital clues because not only did the
instrument have much better sensitivity and frequency coverage than is
possible from Earth, but also the spacecraft's trajectories allowed a
large range of viewing geometries that are not possible from Earth.
Figure 32a shows some PRA data that was presented by Warwick et al.
(1979) to illustrate how the emissions from discrete arcs on
frequency-time spectrograms.

At high frequencies the emissions occur

preferentially near System III longitudes of ~1400 and 2400 but at lower
frequencies the emissions occur at all longitudes.

The structures are

very similar from rotation to rotation, independent of emission strength,
which suggests their shape is due to the geometry of the magnetic field
and plasma distribution rather than the source mechanism.
("vertex-early") arcs are associated with the source at

The convex
II

the XlII ~240 source produces concave ("vertex late") arcs.

-140' while
Warwick et

al. (1979) proposed that the arc structure is consistent with a conical
emission pattern where the cone angle varies with frequency.

The

decametric radiation is thought to be emitted just above the local
electron gyrofrequency by fluxes of kilovolt electrons precipitating into
the ionosphere (Smith, 1976).

Therefore the frequency of emission will

decrease with decreasing magnetic field strength at source locations
farther away from Jupiter along a field line. Goldstein and Theiman
(1981) have reproduced most of the arc structure by assuming that the
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(a)
Representative frequency-time spec trographs of
decametric arcs observed by Vovager 1 d urina the approach to

Jupiter by the Planetary Radio Astronomy experiment (Warwick
et al., 1979).
T)-The arc structure observed above may be explained by the
decametric radiation being emitted in cones with half-angle a
, which varies with frequency. (From Gurnett and Goertz,
1980)
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emission cones are generally wider at higher frequencies but that
refraction due to the higher plasma densities nearer the ionosphere
causes the emission cones to become narrow again at even higher
frequencies.

This means the cone angle is ~45'

frequencies and larger (-80o)

in-between.

to 650 at high and low

Figure 32b shows how a

continuous distribution of sources along a field line that rotates with
Jupiter will produce first an vertex-early arc then a vertex-late arc as
the emission cones are swept past the observer.
Gurnett and Goertz (1980) have proposed that the occurance of
descrete multiple arcs is due to a series of separate standing Alfven
waves.

The arcs are very narrow, about 3 minutes wide, roughly

independant of frequency and spaced by intervals varying from a few to
-30 minutes.

Gurnett and Goertz (1980) point out that 3 minutes

corresponds to

(3 minutes)/(lo's rotation in System III) x 360' = 0.420

of System III longitude while lo's diameter subtends

OZ ,

I g :ZDx

3

O6
0'

0-

5 °

Thus the arc width is in very good agreement with the longitudinal scale
size of the Io flux tube.

If an Alfvn wave generated near Io just

travelled to Jupiter's ionosphere and triggered radio emission there,
then there would only be two arcs per rotation, one either side of lo's
system III longitude, instead of the 100 or so arcs that are observed.
However, the multiple arcs are readily explained if

the Alfv6n waves are
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reflected by Jupiter's ionosphere and bounce between the north and south
hemispheres.

In lo's reference frame the corotating wave system is swept

away producing a three-dimensional standing pattern as illustrated in
Figure 33.
Assuming a uniform torus with an Alfvn Mach number of MA = 0.15
Gurnett and Goertz (1980) estimate that if the repeated arcs correspond
to multiple reflections of the Alfvn waves at Jupiter's ionosphere then
angular separation of successive reflections should be

(Where k is the height of the torus, ~2 Rj; and al0 is the orbital
radius, ~6 Rj) This corresponds to a round trip travel time for the
Alfvn wave of ~40 minutes which they say will be modulated by lo's
position in the torus to produce an average period of ~20 minutes (1200
seconds).

Figure 31 shows that models of the torus from the plasma data

put the round trip time at 2.5 to 20 minutes (150 to 1200 seconds).
However if there is a significant quantity of protons at high latitudes
that have come from the ionosphere (as suggested by the dispersion of
whistlers in the torus) the round trip time could be larger.
The next question to consider is how many times can the wave be
reflected in Jupiter's ionosphere before being completely damped?

The

power in the current system is 1012 watts (Acuba et al., 1981) while the
total power emitted as decametric radiation is estimated at 108 W
(Warwick, 1967) so that if the triggering mechanism had perfect
efficiency there would be enough power available for ~104 reflections.
On the other hand Gurnett and Goertz (1980) extended the transmission
line analogy to estimate the reflection coeficient for the Alfvtn wave
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ALFVEN WAVES
Figure 33.

The standing wave pattern formed by Alfvn; waves excited by
motion of Io through the plasma torus. (a) Projection on
the Io L-shell. (b) Three-dimensional representation.
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energy at the ionosphere boundary

zF A
where i

is the integrated Pederson conductivity of the Jovian ionosphere

and zA is the Alfvn wave conductance at the ionosphere.

The number of

relfections suffered by the wave before its energy is reduced e-fold is
then

N ~ i /2Z A .

determined.

Unfortunately the ionosphere conductivity is poorly

Estimates range from 0.1 mho (Dessler and Hill 1979) to 2-20

mho (Brice and loannidis, 1970).

With zA ~-5.7x10

-3

mho from an

ionospheric density of 5 x 104 cm-3 and magnetic field strength of 14 G
the number of reflections varies from 9 to over 1700.

The fact that arcs

are observed all the way round Jupiter suggests there must be on the
order of 100 reflections.

Thus the shape, width and spacing of the arcs

seem to be consistent with the decametric emission being controlled by
the Alfv6n wave current system emanating from Io.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

(a)

Summary of results
When Voyager 1 traversed the inner magnetosphere of Jupiter on

March 5, 1979, the plasma detector on the spacecraft measured the
characteristics of the low energy plasma which forms a dense torus of
plasma near the orbit of Io.

Energy per charge spectra for positive ions

in the range of 10 eV to 6 keV have been analysed for the three main
plasma sensors to determine the flow velocity, density and temperature of
the plasma.

The measurements of the characteristics of the plasma along

the spacecraft trajectory have been combined with the assumption of
azimuthal symmetry and theoretical expressions for the distribution of
plasma along a magnetic field line to construct a two-dimensional map of
plasma density.
The main features of the inner magentosphere that have been
determined from the Voyager.plasma measurements are:
A) There are two distinct regions of plasma torus.

In the inner

part (< 5.5 Rj) the cold (< 1 eV) plasma is closely confined to the
centrifugal equator (density scale height of

0.2 Rj).

Between 5.5 and

7.5 Rj the plasma is warm (_50 eV) and forms a thick torus near the
centrifugal equator (density scale height -1 RJ).
B) The ions in the inner cold region corotate with Jupiter; are of
low ionisation state (predominately S with some 0+);
the same temperature.

and appear to have

The low temperature (< 1 eV) and high densities

(L103 cm-3 ) imply the ions probably are in thermodynamic equilibrium with
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electrons, though no measurements of the electron temperature could be
made in this region.

The in situ measurements of S ions are consistant

with the ground-based observations of emission at optical wavelengths
corresponding to forbidden transitions of the Sion.
C) When the ions in the warm torus are assumed to be corotating and
have the same temperature, the spectral measurements suggest the ions are
and S3 + with probably little S+ ; 02+ as

of higher ionisation states (S2+

well as 0+ ) which is consistant with the observations of ultraviolet
emission from this region.

The ionic composition derived from plasma

measurements in the warm torus can be matched with the composition
determined by Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer investigators, but there
are large uncertainties in the results of both experiments.

Most of the

electrons are a factor of 3 to 5 colder than the ions in this outer
region.
D) The transition region between the two parts of the torus is very
narrow ( 0.1 RJ at 5.5 Rn).

In this region the plasma temperature has a

very steep gradient of -7x10 5 K R

1

.

Although the radial profile of

local plasma density has a local minimum at 5.5 Rj, the total number of
ions in a flux tube does not.

The flux tube content decreases either

side of the single source region near lo's orbit (_6 R ) with a much
steeper gradient inward than away from Jupiter.

The different gradients

either side of the source suggests that plasma diffused outward much more
rapidly than inward due to the de-stabilising effect of the strong
centrifugal force in the outward direction.
E) The outer boundary of the torus is around 7.5 Rj where the
plasma density sharply drops and the gradient in the radial profile of
flux tube content steepens.

The change in gradient may be due to the
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outward radial diffusion of plasma being inhibited by energetic ring
current particles which diffuse inward until they reach the torus where
they are scattering into the auroral region of Jupiter's ionosphere.
F)

The sulphur and oxygen ions found in the torus are consistant

with the dissociation and ionisation of about 1 tonne per second of SO2
(from the volcanoes on lo) if oxygen atoms are preferentially lost (for
example, by charge exchange processes) or sulphur atoms are
preferentially ionised (possibly due to their lower ionisation energy) to
leave roughly equal quantities of sulphur and oxygen ions.
G) The kinetic temperature of the bulk of the plasma throughout the
torus is well below that expected if the ions were picked up by the
magnetic field and had retained gyro-speeds equal to the speed of
corotation.

However, there may be evidence from high energy tails in the

energy per charge spectra that a small fraction of the ions do have
gyro-speeds of roughly the corotational value.

The presence of these

"hot" ions suggests new plasma has recently been ionised in a region
where the magnetic field is relatively unperturbed (If ionisation took
place in the close vicinity of Io where electric currents strongly
perturb the magnetic field then the new ions would be much cooler).
H) The perturbations of the magnetic field

and plasma flow that

were observed when Voyager 1 passed beneath lo are consistant with an
Alfvnic disturbance travelling along the magnetic field away from the
satellite.

It has been proposed that decametric radio bursts are emitted

in conical beams when the Alfvn waves reach the ionosphere of Jupiter.
The arc-like structure observed in the frequency-time spectrograms at
decametric wavelengths can then be explained by a variation in cone angle
with frequency while the width and spacing of the arcs roughly correspond
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to the diameter of Io and the time the Alfvtn wave takes to reach the
ionosphere respectively.

Multiple reflections of the Alfvn wave in the

ionosphere at the northern and southern ends of the magnetic field line
would produce repeated arcs similar to those observed.

The emission is

modulated by the magnetic longitude of io because the characteristics of
the Alfvn waves vary as the satellite moves between the center and edge
of the torus (due to the 7T tilt

of the cnetirfugal equator from the

orbit of lo).

(b) Important remaining questions
There are many detailed observations that have not yet been
explained.

However before the details are understood there are three

basic questions to be answered:
(i)

Where is the plasma initially produced?

Is there a large neutral

cloud that is ionised or is there considerable ionisation in the vicinity
of Io due to magnetospheric particles bombarding the satellite's
atmosphere?

How much of the magnetospheric plasma comes from Jupiter's

ionosphere or the solar wind?
(ii) What is the thermal state of the plasma in the warm torus?

Is

there equipartition of energy between a) the different ionic species

b)

the electrons and ions, despite the fact that the residence time is short
and collisions are infrequent?
(iii)

What is the nature of the interaction between Io and the

magnetospheric plasma?

Is lo's ionosphere produced by the magnetospheric

plasma ionising Io's atmosphere?
magnetic field perturbed near lo?

To what extent are the plasma flow and
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(c)

Further studies

(i)

Further analysis of the Voyager plasma data
When the full response of the sensors can be included ion the

spectral analysis the data obtainled on tChe outbound traversal of the
inner magnetosphere can then be analysed.

Because the spacecraft was at

different magnetic longitudes and latitudes during the two traversals it
will be possible to test the assumption of asimuthal symmetry and see if
the plasma is distributed along magnetic field lines according to theory.
Of particular interest on the outbound passage are the data obtained when
the spacecraft passed close beneath Io. It will be interesting to see if
there is a perturbation in density as well as flow direction near the
satellite.
(ii)Photometry
The best prospect for learning more about the inner magnetosphere is
probably in ground-based observations of emission from ions in the torus
at the various forbiddeh spectral lines.

Recent advances in

observational techniques make it relatively easy to obtain high
resolution images of the emission regions.

With these it will be

possible to moniter the spatial and temporal variability of the plasma in
the torus which may be the key to answering the three questions above.
(iii)

Finally, there is always hope of future missions to Jupiter,

preferably with orbiting spacecraft and a full complement of
magnetospheric experiments.
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Appendix I
Analysis of Multi-Peaked Spectra

a)

The Measurements
The Faraday cup is an electrostatic device which measures ion charge

flux as a function of energy per charge.

For positive ions with a

distribution in velocity space described by the function f(v) the
currents measured by a Faraday cup are related to f(v) in the following
way (see Vasyliunas, 1971,

and Belcher et al., 1980).

If ' is the unit

normal to a given cup aperture, a positively charged particle will reach
the collector plate if Vn, its component of velocity parallel to n,
satisfies

IAmerVn > e.I/
where

1

e and m are the charge and mass of a proton; Z and A are the

charge and mass numbers of the ion and

is the retarding potential

between the modulator grid and the spacecraft (see Figure 34).
{})represents

Suppose

the set of contiguous voltages of the K energy channels

(j = 1 to K+1), with

j the lower voltage of the j-th channel.

Let {vj}

represent the corresponding set of velocities where
V.

ii

(2)

The average and incremental velocities for the j-th channel are defined

by

-V

+
t V
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Full View
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Figure 34.

A cross-sectional view of the grid structure (schematic) for
one of the three main sensors of the plasma detector. (From
Bridge et al., 1977). For clarity only a single shield grid
and a sTi-gTe modulator grid are shown. In the actual sensor
six shield grids are used to obtain sufficient electrical
isolation between the modulator and collector, and three
grids are used for the modulator so that the retarding
potential is defined to 0.5%.
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and
-/* J

--

V. +

- /

Then the modulated AC current (IAC in Figure 4) in the j-th energy
channel corresponding to a modulator voltage varying between

j and

j+1

is

(4)

_Vjft

f-OO

A

A

where Aef f is the effective area of the aperture; t1 and t2 are mutually
perpendicular unit vectors which are orthogonal to fiand G(*,i) is the
response function of the sensor.

In this preliminary analysis the

response function has been taken as unity so that

7II
-li

4'+

(5)

-'Vi

where F(vn) is the "reduced" one-dimensional distribution function

(6)

This means that each detector samples the full distribution function in a
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manner which is differential for the velocity component parallel to the
detector normal and integral for the velocity components perpendicular to
the detector normal.

Figure 35 is a schematic illustration of this

concept for a model proton distribution function with a pronounced heat
flux.
In our present analysis the distribution functions of the positive
ions are assumed to be characterized by a convected, isotropic Maxwellian
function.

Therefore, the "reduced" one-dimensional distribution function

of each ionic species of density n i

,

thermal speed wi and bulk velocity

Sis

(7)

Thus
is the component of the bulk flow along the cup normal i.
where V.in
in
for a multi-species plasma the current in the j-th energy channel becomes

(8)

S vi

Substituting Fi(Vn) from above, this expresion can be integrated to give
~C
[kLt
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SCHEMATIC VELOCITY SPACE ACCEPTANCE
IVz
DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION
U
SVx

I of 5 Faraday 'Cups
Figure 35.

Schematic velocity space acceptance of the main sensors of
the Voyager plasma instrument. Only particles within a
narrow range of Vz (component of velocity normal to the cup
aperture) are accepted into the sensor. The x and y
components of velocity of the accepted particles can be
within a wide range. This means the three-dimensional
distribution of ions in velocity space is sliced
differentially in the direction normal to the cup aperture
and integrated in the x and y directions.
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where

(~V~
11)

(9)

Vi

andI
the measured currents (in a least

The above function is used to fit

squares sense) and hence find the plasma parameters ni , wi , Vin for each
species.
Before the details of the full fitting procedure is described it
should be realized that there are quantities that can be estimated
independent of assumptions about composition.

Because the velocity

is much less than the average channel velocity v. equation
3
3
can be approximated by
interval AV

Th

(10)

~

Summing over all the channels gives

Using the fact that Av

<< v. again means

3

1.

Z

Vj

(12)
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so that if Vin is known (e.g.,

taken to be the value corresponding to

rigid corotation) then the total positive charge density n+ is given by

(13)

z

which is completely independent of any assumptions of composition.
addition, if

In

there are well-resolved peaks in the spectrum at velocities

Vi=(A/Z*)V then the mass density nm =ZniA

as well as the charge

density n+ can be determined given the ratio (A/Z )i without knowing the
independent values of Ai or Zi . Since

AL.=

E

gZ

(A

(14)

The quantity that has been plotted as "reduced distribution
function" in the figures showing spectra has been determined as follows.
Equation (10)

relates the current in the jth channel to the

one-dimensional distribution function F(vj).

The voltage width of each

channel is given by

This is combined with equation (10) to give a "reduced distribution
function"
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I j

7L*t f ( %)

(

(16)

I

which has units of m- 4 s.

b)

Parametric least squares fitting procedure
When the multiple peaks in a spectrum are well-separated then it is

possible to fit
Vin,

in

each peak separately and determine independent values of

n. and w. for each ionic species.
1

1

However for peaks that are less

well-resolved it is necessary to constrain the fitting function by
reducing the number of free parameters.

Otherwise the parameters are

found to be interdependent and the solution non-unique.

The number of

variable parameters can be reduced either by constraining the bulk
velocity of the ions or by making some assumption about the thermal state
of the plasma.

A summary of the different conditions that have been used

.to fit spectral peaks according to the degree of resolution is given in
Table 9.
When the plasma flow direction was close to the symmetry axis of the
main sensor good spectral measurements were made in all three cups (A, B
and C).

When the three spectra contain well-resolved peaks it was

possible to compare separate determinations of n i and w i for each species
as well as combine the three components of bulk velocity along the three
cup normals to construct the complete bulk velocity vector V.
Alternatively the 3 spectra could be fitted simultaneously which provided
a more accurate determination of

when the peaks were resolved and

greatly reduced the uncertainties in the density determinations.
The method used to fit the parametric function I

(0i,

ni'

wi)

in

Table 9

Summary of conditions and free parameters included in different fit procedures

Description

Free Parameters

Independent viddity components,
densities and tAernal speeds.

Yin, ni' wi
for each species

3N+

M - 3N

When each spectral peak is separate.

Common velocity component.
independent densities and
theroml speeds.

Vn' ni'

2N + 1

M - 2(N+1)

When the spectral peaks are wgll-resolved
and a plausible choice of A/Z values
suggest the different ionic species have
the same bulk motion.

Velocity component fixed,
indecorndent densities and
co-ion thermal speed.

ni , w

N + I

M - H + 2

-When spectral peaks strongly overlap,
the bulk velocity of the plasma is
assumed (e.g., rigid corotation) and the
ionic species are assumed to have the
same thermal speed.

Velocity component fixed
indererdont densities and
Commn t mperature

ni , T

N + 1

N - N + 2

Same as above except the ionic species
are assumed to have a common
temperature.

Independent velocity
comonents, densities
and thermal speeds

V , ni, W. for
each specles and

3N for each
of 3 cups

M - 3N for each
of 3 cups

When there are well-resolved peaks in
3 cups and each spectrum is fitted
separately.

Co-mon vlocity vector
indeDende nt densities
and thermal speeds.

V, ni,

2N + 3

3M - 2N + 4

When there are well-resolved peaks in
3 cups and the 3 spectra are fitted

o
S
S

Velocity vector fixed,
independent densities
and co-ion thermal speed

ni , w

N + 1

3M - N + 2

When there are strongly overlapping
spectral peaks in 3 cups and the
3 spectra are fitted simultaneously.

Velocity vector fixed,
independent densites
and co--on temperature

ni

N + 1

3M - N + 2

Same as above

S

C

i

i

Number of Parameters

Degrees of Freedom
+

Comments

simultaneously

T

N = number of ionic species
M = number of data points in each spectrum
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equation (9) to the measured currents i
linearized last squares procedure.

m

is a standard iterative

The computer code used to analyze the

data come from of Bevington (1969) but the method is essentially the same
as methods generally applied to geophysical inverse boundary value
problems.

The following is a brief outline of the method in Bevington's

nomencl ature.

Let y be the fitting function so that the goodness of fit
the first guess values yoj and the measurements y

between

is given by the

chi-square-

(17)

where cy. is the estimated error in the jth measurement. (The22values ofX2
where U. is the estimated error in the jth measurement. (The values of X
in the tables above have been normalised by dividing X by the degrees of
freedom v = # of measurements - # of free parameters).
The first order expansion of y in parameters ai gives

4r+

To minimize X , y

J

go,

(18)

above is substituted into equation (17) and (ax2 /aaqk)

set to zero which yields a set of simultaneous equations:

-%

where

(19)
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Ilk

J

I

J

J

0,

(20)

(21)

which is solved

gd

6

(22)

LIZ

The gradient expansion algorithm of Marquardt hastens the convergence by
directing the search for new parameters in the direction of steepest
2
gradient on the X2 surface in parameter space. This is done by weighting
the diagonal elements of the curvature matrix a:

e4
(,k =

.

(1 + S

The factor x can be large to start with if

)

the initial guess is crude or

if there is little confidence in the appropriateness of the fitting
function.

If convergence is rapid then x is subsequently reduced.

Bevington's recommended starting value of 0.001 was used in this
analysis.

(23)
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c)

Errors and resolution
The formal error aa2
al in the determination of the parameter ai is

81-1

given by the diagonal elements of the matrix (a)-

so a

= ai + o.

However, this formal error is only a true representation of the
2
uncertainties in the derived parameters when x is close to unity and the
-1
off-diagonal elements of (a)1 are small.
A better indication of the independence of the parameters and
consequent uniqueness of the solution is given by the resolution matrix

& ( AA)
where

!

AA

(24)

=

If the diagonal elements of a row (or column) are close to unity and the
off-diagonals close to zero then the corresponding parameter is
well-resolved. If the off-diagonals are large then that parameter is not
well-determined by the measurements or the model used to make the fit is
inappropriate.

If the elements of the nth row of R are consistently

larger than other rows then the fit is particularly sensitive to the nth
parameter.

For example with well-resolved spectra such as the one shown

in Figure 11 the resolution matrix showed that the fit is most sensitive
to the velocity components.

On -the other hand when a spectrum with a

single broad peak is fitted assuming co-rotation and a common temperature
or thermal speed then the resolution matrix shows that the fit is far
more sensitive to the value of the single thermal parameter than the
densities of any of the ionic species.
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APPENDIX II
Discussion of the assumptions made in the data analysis

There are several assumptions made in this analysis about the
measurement technique as well as about the ambient plasma conditions
during the measurements.
and justification.

Some of these assumptions need some discussion

They will be treated as separate topics:

(a) The

sensor response function, (b) Spacecraft charging,
(a) Sensor response function
The attempt to make a detailed description of the motion of
charged particles in the electric field between the grids and collector
plate of each Faraday cup is an extensive and complex task.

Considerable

successes have been achieved firstly by V. Vasyliunas using numerical
techniques and more recently S. Olbert has developed analytical
expressions for the response function.

However, both methods require'

very lengthy calculations so that the first analyses of the Voyager
measurements have been restricted to sections of the data set where the
response function can be assumed to be close to unity.
When the plasma has a large sonic Mach number (i.e., the bulk speed
is much greater than the thermal speed) then the distribution function
can be approximated by that of an infinitely cold beam (i.e. a delta
function).

This means that for cold plasma flowing at small angles of

incidence to the sensor normal the response function can be calculated as
the fraction of the aperture that is projected onto the collector plate
along the flow direction.

The response function then just depends on the

bulk velocity vector V and the cup normal n so that G(v,n) in equation
(4) becomes G'(,fi) which can be taken outside the integration.

In fact,
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the only parameters that are sensitive to the response function in this
case are the densities n.1 which can be corrected after the fitting
procedure so

When the flow direction is far from the cup normal the effects of oblique
incidence to the grid system become important connections to the
geometrical response and the above approximation is no longer valid.

In

practice, S. 01bert's calculations suggest that for Mach numbers greater
than ~3 the geometric response does not deviate from his "full" response
by more than ~10% for angles of incidence up to ~60' from the cup normal.

(b) Spacecraft charging effects
As shown at the beginning of Appendix I the energy range of
particles contributing to the measured AC current for a particular
channel depends on the potential between the modulator grid and the
collector plate.

Although the width of the energy channel is strictly

controlled by the voltage modulator the absolute value of the potential
can only be determined if

the collector plate is well "grounded".

The

question of what is "ground" potential for a spacecraft is an issue that
has caused much controversy since probes were first sent into space
plasmas.

The ground potential is determined by the net electric charge

on the surface of the spacecraft.

A net charge will be accumulated if

there is a difference in the total positive and negative charge fluxes
impinging on (or leaving) the spacecraft.

As the spacecraft is made
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largely out of metal the net charge is spread fairly uniformly over the
conducting surfaces and the resulting potential between the surrounding
plasma and the surface is roughly the same all over the spacecraft.

The

charge fluxes probably do not vary over the period of a measurement (< 31
seconds) so that "ground" potential may be assumed to be a constant for
each spectrum.
If the spacecraft acquires a small potential ( 0) with respect to
the surrounding plasma the positive ion measurements are affected as
follows.

The set of contiguous voltages ( j) discussed in the beginning

of Appendix I will become (j + o) and the corresponding set of
velocities (v.) become

This means that the velocity corresponding to the center of a peak in the
energy per charge spectrum is given by

V

a

e

Z

()

(3)

where Vnn is the component of the plasma bulk velocity in the direction of
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the cup normal.

Therefore an estimate of the spacecraft "ground"

potential 4 can be made if there is a linear variation of V2 with Z*/A.
For the spectrum made at 1120 ULIT
(Figure 11) in the cold torus separate
-k

determinations of the velocity components for three species with A/Z
equal to 8, 16 and 32 suggested the spacecraft was slightly negatively
charged with a potential of -0.8 (+0.5) volts.
of the peaks was less than 2%.

The corresponding shift

Hence the effect of a spacecraft

potential on the determination of plasma properties in the cold region of
the torus was considered to be negligible.
In the warm torus where the spectral peaks overlapped a spacecraft
potential cannot be determined directly from the positive ion
measurements.

If the spacecraft potential remains quite small (< 50

volts) then the bulk of the ion distribution function remains within the
measurement range of the instrument.

However most ,of the electrons not

only have much less energy than the ions but they are also repelled by
the negative charge on the spacecraft so that a significant proportion of
the distribution function lies outside the measurement range.

Therefore

an estimate of the spacecraft potential can be obtained in the warm torus
from the difference between the total positive charge density of the
measured ions and the negative charge density of the measured electrons.
Ed Sittler (private communication) has compared the positive and negative
charge densities at various radial distances in the torus and determiend
that the spacecraft potential is between -10 and -15 volts.

Although

small compared with the energy per charge of the peak of the distribution
function (~125 volts), adding a spacecraft potential of -15 volts can
have a significant effect on the determination of composition because the
separation between neighboring A/Z

peaks in the energy per charge
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spectrum can be as small as ~50 volts in this region.

Additional

evidence of a spacecraft potential is shown by comparing spectra from the
three cups of the main sensor.

If the spacecraft is not charged the

different positions (and shapes) of the broad spectral peak in the three
spectra in Figure 14 would be rsolely due to the different components of
the plasma bulk velocity (assumed to be rigid co-rotation) along the
three cup normals.

Adding a spacecraft potential has the effect of

uniformly shifting the spectra in energy per charge by the same amount
for all three cups.

Comparing (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 14 shows that

when the spectra are fitted simultaneously and assuming rigid
co-rotation, a consistently better fit is obtained for all three cups
when a -15 volt spacecraft potential is included.
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Appendix III
The Distribution of Plasma along Magnetic Field Lines

To determine the variation of plasma density along a magnetic field
line in the Io plasma torus several simplifying assumptions have been
made.

First of all, the system is taken to be in a steady state since

the characteristic time-scale for diffusion is on the order of several
days while typical bounce periods range from seconds for electrons to a
few hours for cold, heavy ions.

Forces due to coulomb collisions have

also been ignored because except in the coldest and densest part of the
torus collisions are relatively infrequent.
been split into two components:

The electron population has

a predominant one of cold thermal

electrons and the other a minor proportion of hot electrons.

These two

components are treated separately and any coupling that must occur
between them is taken to be negligible.

This steady state picture also

ignores any loss of particles due to precipitation into the ionosphere
of Jupiter.

Such an assumption is probably reasonable in this case

except for the hot electrons which may have a significant loss cone.
With the above assumptions, the variation of plasma density along a
magnetic field line is determined by the equilibrium pressure gradient
which balances the combined forces of gravitation, centrifugal
acceleration and a polarization electric field for all electrons and
ions.

The equation for the balance of field-aligned forces for each

electron component is
dP

-

e

=-

me nef + n

ese

e

qE

and for each ionic species there is a similar equation,

(1)
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dPi
as = - m n, f - Z n

(2)

qE

where Pe and Pi are the partial pressures of the electrons and each ionic
species (i); me, mi, ne, ni , Zi correspond to mass, number density and
charge state; s is the distance along the field line; f is the
"gravitational" term which includes the effects of centrifugal
acceleration and can be determined for the simple geometry of a dipole
magnetic field.
These two sets of equations are coupled by the preservation of local
charge neutrality

hot +cold
e

=

Z n.

e

1

(3)

1

To discuss the properties of these expressions, it is helpful to
consider the history of their application to magnetospheric studies.
Angerami and Thomas (1964) took a single electron component, assumed the
ideal gas law and set Te/Ti to be constant along each field line so Eq.
(3) became

dP
e

Z. dP.

e

1(4)

1

i

i

They then used Eq. (4) to couple Eq. (1) and (2) and, hence, relate the
parallel electric field E to the "gravitational" term.
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mi ni Zi Ci - mi
e ne
qE =

i

Zi

ni

=

f

,2
+

Ci

(5)

ne

+
-mf
m f
+

where C

= Te/T

i

and m is the effective ("temperature-weighted") ion

mass.
*

+

(For a single ion species and Ci=1, m is simply mi/(Zi+1)).

Substituting

Eq. (5) back into Eq. (1) and (2) and integrating along the field line
yields

ne(s) Te(s)
n~(s )T (s- )exp[-

s

m+
e

.-

If

s

n.(s) T.(s)
i

exp[-

(6)

fds']
* m+

(m.-Z m )

k

fds']

(7)

n- (s0)T (SO-)
fs 00
kT
Angerami and Thomas (1964) used various models of temperature to solve
Eqs. (6) and (7) to determine the distribution of plasma from the Earth's
ionosphere and away from the planet along dipolar magnetic field lines.
Gledhill (1967)
magnetosphere.

was the first to apply these expressions to Jupiter's

He showed that because of Jupiter's rapid rotation, the

centrifugal contribution will dominate the "gravitational" force so that a
plasma with a single ionic species will find an equilibrium position at
the furthest point along the field line from the rotational axis of the
planet.

Gledhill also noted that because of the 100 tilt

of the magnetic

axis with respect to the rotation axis, the equilibrium position is on a
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surface between the magnetic and rotational equatorial planes.
al.

(1974)

Hill et

have called this plane the "centrifugal symmetry surface."

As

true gravitational forces can be neglected at distances greater than 2 Rj
(Michel and Sturrock, 1974) the equilibrium position of the plasma is
found where the sum of field-alignied components of the remaining forces
become zero (Siscoe, 1977).

F

aB
a

= -

-

2
*
m
m r cos (0 - a) cos6 + Z qE

(8)

The first term on.the right hand side of (8) is the magnetic mirror force
where the magnetic moment P = (mV )2/2B (V is the gyrospeed, 9 is the
rotation rate of Jupiter, r the radial distance, 6 the angle between the
rotational equator and the tangent to the local magnetic field, and a is
the angle between the rotational and magnetic equatorial planes, see
figure 17).

For a dipole geometry the magnetic mirror force can be

approximated by

mV2
g sine2"

(9)
(9)

9
FFm =2R L cos 0

for low magnetic latitudes (e

100) (Siscoe, 1977).

Similarly, the

centrifugal force becomes

Fc = 3 m

2

Rj L cos 2 0 cos(a-o) cos 6

(10)

The relative importance of these for ions is given by the ratio of the
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Figure 36.

Geometry of a tilted dipole magnetic field in a meridional
plane. The angle between the tangent to the local magnetic
field line and the projection of the rotational axis onto the
meridional plane is shown by 6.
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gyro energy K to rotational energy, K.
9

3K

F
m
c

3V2
g9

g

(11)
(

2 2 LR3

(For full expression see Cummings et al. 1980).
is "hot" and the gyroenergy Kg = 1/2 mV

2

Therefore, if

the plasma

is large, then the equilibrium

position will be where sin e = 0, at the magnetic equator (Goertz, 1976).
On the other hand, for cold plasma, the magnetic mirror force can be
ignored and the equilibrium position is o

a/3 (Hill et al. 1974).

the Voyager plasma data analysed in this paper 3/2 Kg/K

For

has a maximum

value at 6.8-7.4 R of -0.1 but is well below 0.05 in the rest of the
torus.

The magnetic mirror force is then negligible and the centrifugal

symmetry surface may taken to be inclined at a/3 from the magnetic
equatorial plane.

The magnetic mirror force can also be neglected for

electrons because for small variations in latitude (+100)

the magnitude of

the magnetic field does not change significantly compared with the
electrostatic potential.

ABB

<<

T
e

~ mAf
e

(12)
(12)

For the hot component of the electron population, the magnetic mirror
force is more important.

In fact, Scudder et al. (1981) show that in the

middle magnetosphere, the local density maximum (of the hot component) is
nearer the magnetic rather than centrifugal equator.

However, it will be

illustrated below that in the torus region, the hot electrons play a very
minor role in the spatial distribution of plasma.

Therefore, the
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"gravitational" term f is just due to the centrifugal force Fc (Eq. 10)
which can now be inserted into the exponent of equations (6) and (7).
These two sets of equations can be solved if the temperatures Te and T i
are known as a function of s. The simplest case is to arbitrarily assume
the temperatures are constant along a field line.

This is probably quite

a reasonable assumption for a collisionless plasma dominated by the
strong centrifugal forces on the heavy ions which vary quite rapidly with
If m+, Te , and Ti are constant along a field

distance from the equator.

line, the exponents in (6) and (7) can be integrated along s.

The result

is an exponential scale height solution for the distribution of ions
along a field line, in the region of small distance z = r sine from the
centrifugal symmetry surface.

*

n.(z)
=

exp[-

+

(m.-Z. m )

2

1 i-

3--2 ]

(13)

1

n0

=

2
exp[- (--) ]
1/2

*

(Hill and Michel, 1976), where the scale height is H = (2kTi/3m
m. = (mi-Z

i

)

,

m) is the effective mass for the ions (which becomes m =

m= mi/(Z i + 1) a single ion species and T i = Te).
*

The electrons have a

+

similar distribution with m = m .
This exponential scale height distribution was used (with Te = Ti
by Bagenal et al.

)

(1980) to construct a preliminary model of electron

density structure in the torus.

However, the validity of the method

hinges on the assumption that the effective mass is constant for a given
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field line.

The effective mass will not vary if

the composition is

constant; i.e., a single ionic species predominates or most of the ions
have a similar scale height This assumiption does not hold in the Io
plasma torus where there are comparable proportions of S+ , S2 +
and 02+ with different scale heights.

S3 + , 0+

Therefore, it was necessary to

return to the original equations (1) and (2) to derive the expression for
the plasma distribution along the field line without eliminating the
electric field.

Under the steady state condition, the parallel electric

field can be expressed as a gradient of an electrostatic potential so
that if

the temperatures Te and Ti are taken to be constant for a given

field line then (1) and (2) can be integrated over s to give

ne(s)

ne

(s )

(W(s) kT
= exp[ -q

(14)

and
n i(s)
ni (So)
I

m. 2r2cos 2
exp[

s

S

SO
0

f

f ds =

1kT

=

.
+Z

-

q

(W(s) •kTi

_L

2

s

2

SO
0

0(s
)
o(15)
](

s2r2

r cos(o-a) cos a ds

-

2

cos

0)

As me << mi the centrifugal term is neglected for electrons.
In this paper, Eqs. (14) and (15) have been combined with the
condition of charge neutrality; Eq. (3),

hot
e

e

ncold
ne
e

=

*
Z. n.

1 1

15)
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in an iterative procedure to determine the densities of each ion species
ni(s), and the electrons, ne (s) as wFell as the electrostatic potential
f(s), with respect to a reference point so, the spacecraft location where
ni(s), n (s ), Ti , T are measured.

The values of ni, T and (nlot +

ncold
e
) are determined from fits to the positive ion spectral measurements
e
hot
cold
hot col
while Th t
Tc d and n
/n
are determined where possible from
e
e
e
e
the electron measurements. Outside ~7 Rj, the electron parameters are
well determined.

Between 5.7 and 7 Rj, in the warm torus, the spacecraft

probably became slightly negatively charged which at present introduces
an uncertainty in the electron measurements (approximately a factor of 3
for Tcold). The uncertainties in the determination of Thot and
e
e
nhot cold
hot
ne /ne
are insignificant as the large value of Thot makes n
almost
e
e
hOt ncold
a
constant along a field line (see Eq. (14)) and because ne /cold has a
e
e
value of less than 1% in the torus. All of these uncertainties in the
electron parameters have a smaller effect than the uncertainties in T
due to the two different thermal models used in the fit procedure in the
warm torus.

In the cold torus, the electrons were not detected as they

were below the energy per charge threshold of the instrument. Therefore,
inside 5.7 R all the electrons were arbitrarily assumed to be at the
same temperature as the ions.
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